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Increased power demands for future space craft, call for high voltage solar arrays. Some
designs allow the solar array to potential to float with respect to the space craft. Above
a critical voltage, the negative end of the solar array undergo arcing. In addition, above
another critical voltage, the positive end of the solar array will collect anomalously large
currents. This anomalous current collection is called snapover. When the positive end
collects anomalously large currents, the area of the positive end shrinks and the area of the
negative end grows. This subjects more of the array to the possibility of arcing damage and
can seriously shorten the useful lifetime of the array. It is generally agreed that secondary
emission of electrons from the dielectric cover glasses of the solar arrays causes snapover.
The system under study is nonlinear and has multiple solutions at equilibrium. At
equilibrium the number of electrons striking the dielectric must be equal to the number of
electrons leaving the dielectric. It is hypothesized that one solution invloves a very small flux
of electrons to and from the dielectric surface. A second solution involves a very large flux of
electrons to and from the dielectric surface and it is this second solution which corresponds
to snapover. A solar array in contact with a plasma was studied numerically using a
Particle in Cell code in an effort to further explore this hypothesis and the mechanisms
behind snapover. The extension of numerical techniques for simulating bounded plasmas
to two dimensions, methods to handle ion absorption and reflection at solid boundaries,
secondary electron emission from dielectric surfaces, and the treatment of external circuits
connecting the boundaries are also discussed.
It is shown that secondary emission of electrons can cause snapover by increasing the
effective area of current collection from that of the conductor to that of the conductor
combined with part of the dielectrics. Electrons which strike the dielectric emit secondary
electrons which escape through the conductor. Evidence for this mechanism comes from
the formation of an electron cloud directly over the dielectrics during snapover. In cases
without snapover there is no cloud. In addition, snapover is condition dependent. When
snapover is not present, its appearance is caused by high energy electrons striking the
dielectric and initiating enough secondary emission to raise the potential of the dielectric
to the point where secondary emission is self sustaining. When snapover is already present,
its disappearance is caused by the collapse of the electron cloud over the dielectric.
It is also shown that an external magnetic field can raise the bias needed to obtain
snapover. A voltage jump over the dielectric accompnies snapover, and this occurs when
the dielectric suddenly loses a large number of electrons. Secondary emission brings elec-
trons from the dielectric surface into the system. From there, the electrons must move to
the conductor to exit the system. External magnetic fields delay snapover by hindering
the movement of electrons from the dielectric to the conductor. The stronger the magnetic
field, the higher the bias needed to achieve snapover. In addition, orienting the magnetic
field parallel to the array can lower the increase in bias needed to achieve snapover.
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Chapter 1
High Voltage Solar Arrays in Low Earth Orbit
1.1 Introduction
Present designs for future space systems call for power levels ranging from 25 kW to
several megawatts. To reduce line losses and minimize system weight, the power systems
must operate at high voltage. High voltage is defined as the voltage required to significantly
alter the interaction between the solar array and the ambient plasma. This voltage is usually
in the range of several hundred volts. The greatest voltage used so far has been the 100
volts used on Skylab [1].
Many designs do not ground the solar array with respect to the space craft. Thus the
array potential floats freely with respect to the space craft. Part of the array will be negative
with respect to the space craft and the rest of the array will be positive with respect to
the space craft. Beyond a critical voltage, solar arrays undergo arcing on their negative
ends which rapidly destroy the arrays. At the positive end, the solar array begins to collect
anomalously high currents. This jump in current collection is called "snapover". A solar
array floating free in space collects a net current of zero. When the positive end collects
more current, the solar array compensates by decreasing the area of the array which floats
positive and increasing the area of the array which floats negative. Thus, snapover exposes
more of the array to arcing and could decrease the life of the array.
1.2 Previous Experimental Work and Theory
Thiemann and Bogus [2], have run experiments with solar arrays inside plasma cham-
bers. Their main findings were the following:
1. The current vs. voltage curves were S-shaped for positive voltages.
2. At a critical voltage, anomalous current collection began. The current jumped to a
higher level and settled down at this new level.
3. The anomalous current increase is related to a rise in the surface potential in the cover
glass.
4. The presence of nearby dielectric surfaces disturbs the equipotential contours by defin-
ing a boundary where most of the contour lines end.
5. With increasing voltage, this boundary causes greater and greater electric fields at
the cover-glass edges.
6. These effects were history dependent and thus not readily reproducible.
Figure 1.1 shows the typical S-curve for current vs. voltage found in experiment. The
hysterisis arises from the way the experiment was conducted. The voltage of the solar
array was started at zero, raised to a high level, and then brought back down to zero.
The snapover voltage depended upon whether the voltage was being raised or lowered. In
Current vs. Voltage
-I.
Typical example of hysterisis
Voltage
Figure 1.1: Example of S-shaped I vs. V results
addition, they suggested that geometry is an important factor, though they did not have
the resources to systematically test the effect of geometry.
Grier [3], obtained similar results at the NASA Lewis Research Center using much larger
solar arrays. In the large vacuum chamber at the Johnson Space Center, he observed glow
discharges at high positive biases which terminated his experiment. Grier also states that
snapover is due to the presence of an insulator. From Langmuir probe theory, he calculates
the effect of the insulator is only felt near the conductor-insulator boundary. However,
reference [3] makes no mention of time dependence or hysterisis.
Fujii, et. al. [4] biased several solar array configurations from -1000 Volts to +1000
Volts in a laboratory plasma simulating the environment at an altitude of 400 km. Three
samples were tested. The first was a bare aluminum conductor, the second was a conductor
covered with large silicon dioxide cover glasses, and the third was a conductor covered with
small silicon dioxide cover glasses. Of interest to this work was the collected current when
the samples were positively biased. For positive biases, the current vs. bias curves were
identical for all three samples.
In their experiment, the plasma sheath covered the entire sample and electrons struck
the cover glasses as well as the conductor. Throughout almost all of the experiment, the
electrons were accelerated to energies which caused the number of secondary emissions to
exceed the number of primary strikes. The cover glasses sat at potentials very close to that
of the conductor and it was felt that this was the reason the samples behaved identically.
J. H. Nonnast and J. Enoch have used a PIC code to simulate a disk-shaped, electron
accelerating, electrostatic probe in contact with a plasma. Their results are presented in
reference [5]. Their simulations showed that the collected current rises with increasing bias
of the probe, and that collected current rises with increasing Debye length. In addition, the
plasma sheath increased with increasing • ratio where Ti is the ion temperature and Te is
the electron temperature.
Nonnast and Enoch simulated two types of probes; a circular planar satellite probe and a
disk-shaped probe. The satellite probe is a probe surrounded by an infinite conductor fixed
at zero voltage. This probe is analogous to a pinholed dielectric covering a conductor. The
zero voltage section can be compared to a fully charged dielectric while the probe represents
a hole in the dielectric which exposes the conductor to the plasma. For this case, the field
lines all end at the boundary of the probe as found experimentally in reference [2]. The
disk probe is merely a conductive disk surrounded on all sides by a plasma. In this case,
the field lines concentric about the center of the system and appear at regular intervals.
R. C. Chaky, et. al. [6] use a PIC code to simulate the effects of secondary emission
on a disk-shaped probe. In their simulations a conductive disk was placed in the center
of a larger dielectric disk. The dielectric is started uncharged, and the system is run until
steady state is established.
When the conductor is biased to a negative voltage, the initial potential profiles are in
the shape of concentric oblate spheroids. At steady state, charge build up on the dielectric
brings the dielectric potential near zero. The potential profiles are now pinched at the
conductor-dielectric boundary. This too is identical to the results of reference [2].
When the conductor is biased to a positive voltage, the initial condition of the system is
the same as the negative voltage case. At steady state, the charge build up on the dielectric
was not as high as in the negative voltage case. Thus, the potential of the dielectric was
not so near zero and the potential profiles were not as pinched at the conductor-dielectric
boundary. In addition, the collected current was twice as high as in the negative voltage
case.
The differences in the results of the two cases are said to be the result of secondary
electron emission. In the negative voltage case, the charge build up on the dielectric is due
to ions. Ions are assumed not to cause secondary emission. In the positive voltage case, the
charge build up is due to electrons. Electrons emit secondary emissions according to their
incident energy. These secondary electrons can escape the system through the conductor.
Thus, the increased current collection and the decreased charge build up on the dielectric.
M. R. Holmes, R. Bass, M. T. Ahmadian, and T. P. Armstrong discuss the physics
of modelling two-dimensional, bounded, collisionless, plasmas in reference [7]. They use a
periodic PIC code to simulate a plasma in contact with the following surfaces:
1. a bare, absorbing conductor,
2. a bare, specularly reflecting conductor,
3. an absorbing conductor with dielectric (no secondary emission),
4. a positive conductor with dielectric and secondary emission.
In case 1, the conductor is biased with a positive potential. The ions turn around
soon after they enter the system, thus building up near the edges. The electrons accelerate
towards the conductor where they escape the system and the potential sheath extends many
Debye lengths into the plasma. The equilibrium number of particles which accumulated in
the simulation region was approximately 1200 per species.
Case 2 is identical with case 1 with the exception that all particles are specularly reflected
from the conductor. Electrons are accelerated towards the conductor, but cannot escape
and form a sheath within a few Debye lengths of the conductor. The sheath allows ions
to enter farther into the system. The equilibrium number of particles per species is near
8000 which matches corresponds to the particle density assigned to the ambient plasma
surrounding the simulation region.
In cases 3 and 4, the central part of the conductor is covered with a dielectric slab.
Electrons which strike the dielectric are absorbed in case 3, but in case 4 electrons can
cause secondary emissions. The electrons strike the dielectric and form a negative shielding
layer. This serves as a lesser version of the electron sheath in case 2. Thus, the results
of case 3 should fall between the results of cases 1 and 2. At equilibrium, the dielectric
potential is such that the net current to the surface is zero and the number of particles per
species is near 1800.
The results of cases 3 and 4 were identical. The conductor is biased to 10 volts and
electrons can only be accelerated to energies of 10 eV. This energy is far below the energies
needed to produce secondary yields greater than one, thus the results for case 3 and 4 should
be identical.
From these papers, it is clear that secondary emission is responsible for snapover, and
that snapover is history dependent. At equilibrium, the net flux of charge on the surface
of the dielectrics must be zero. The mathematical relationships governing the interaction
of the solar array with the ambient plasma are highly nonlinear. Multiple solutions for
equilibrium exist and it is not clear which solution the system will eventually reach. In [8]
it was postulated that the solar array reached equilibrium in two ways. In the first solution,
the potential over the dielectrics is below zero. The number of electrons which strike the
surface is low and exactly balanced by the number of ions which strike the surface. In the
second solution, the potential over the dielectrics is quite high. Large number of electrons
strike the dielectric, but this is balanced by the emission of an equal number of secondary
electrons. These secondary electrons then exit through the conductor and cause the marked
increase of current called snapover.
The goal of this work is to test the above hypothesis and determine the mechanism for
snapover by simulating the problem numerically. If the correct model for the system is
found, then one should be able to reproduce and explain all the experimental observations
with basic physics. Then, the physical parameters can be varied to determine how they
affect snapover. The parameters which will be studied are the conductor voltage, magnetic
field strength, and magnetic field orientation. The rest of this chapter will concentrate on
the factors important in forming the numerical model. Chapter two details the development
of the computer code, chapter three explains the code parameters and the formulation of
the base test case, and chapter four enumerates the computer runs made, their results, and
their comparison with previous work. Finally, chapter five details the overall results and
formulates a theory which attempts to explain them.
1.3 Modelling Factors
From the above observations, it seems clear that the dielectric slip covers play an im-
portant role in snapover. Thus, to simulate one section of the solar array we must have at
least one conductive boundary in between two dielectric boundaries, all in contact with a
plasma. Thus, any numerical simulation must be at least two dimensional, and must model
secondary electron emission.
The first step in setting up a numerical simulation is choosing a reference frame. The
actual system is a solar array, sweeping through a stationary plasma, in low earth orbit.
Computationally, it is impractical to simulate the entire array. Solar arrays are composed
of a series of cells connected by conductive interconnects, and each cell is covered with a
dielectric slipcover. This is illustrated in figure 1.2. Therefore, the simulation has been
limited to two cells connected by a single interconnect. The simulations were done in a
Figure 1.2: Illustration of solar cell construction.
frame attached to the solar array. The boundary will be kept stationary and the plasma
will sweep past the boundary.
The next step is to simulate the complex boundary. The conductive interconnect is
fairly easy to simulate. Any electrons which strike the conductor are absorbed, and any
charges which accumulate on the conductor must be evenly distributed. The dielectric is a
little more complicated. Electrons which strike the dielectric are absorbed, but may emit
secondary electrons. This will be determined by a standard model. Charges accumulating
on the dielectric will not be free to move around. Thus, the positions of electron absorption
and electron emission must be monitored carefully.
Finally, initial conditions for the system must be specified. As the system is nonlinear,
there may be several stable solutions. The primary interest is to document which steady
state the system evolves to. Therefore, it seems reasonable to start the entire plasma at the
far field plasma conditions and let the system evolve from there. In addition, the potential
over the dielectric can be varied from the start as well. If the dielectric is started with
no surface charge the initial dielectric potential will be equal to the conductor potential.
Another possible start is to set the initial potential over the dielectric to zero. This would
imply that a sufficient amount of charge had accumulated on the dielectric to counteract
the conductor potential. These two extremes are sufficient to cover the range of possible
starting conditions for the dielectric. It is expected that the final steady state will depend
upon the initial charge on the dielectric. If this is so it will explain the history dependence
of snapover.
Chapter 2
Simulation of Bounded Plasmas in 2 Dimensions
2.1 Background
Collisional plasmas can be treated as fluids, and standard computational fluid dynamics
techniques can be used to simulate their behavior. In low earth orbit however, the ion
gyroradius is several orders of magnitude lower than the mean free path between collisions.
Therefore the problem under study is collisionless. Collisionless plasmas can be treated as a
collection of particles and collective plasma effects can be obtained by looking at the average
behavior of the particles. Thus particle tracking codes are ideal for simulating collisionless
plasmas.
Particle tracking codes typically use the following calculation path:
1. Integrate the equations of motion, thus
.-- V i -- Xi (2.1)
the forces, FP on each particle are used to calculate the new velocities, V'i of each
particle and the velocities are integrated to give the new positions 'j of each particle.
2. Weight the particles to obtain the densities, thus
(A (2.2)
the positions and velocities of each particle are used to calculate the charge (p.') and
current (j-) densities for each grid cell.
3. Integrate the field equations on the grid, thus
(, J --- (, B (2.3)
the charge and current densities give the electric (•i) and magnetic (Bj) fields for
each grid cell.
4. Weight the electric and magnetic fields to obtain the forces, and
(•, ])j ----- • (2.4)
the whole process is repeated until the simulation is finished.
What distinguishes one type of particle tracking code from another, are the weighting
schemes used in equations (2.2) and (2.4). Particle In Cell (PIC) codes use a linear weighting
scheme to obtain the densities. Each particle contributes to the density of its nearest grid
points in a linear fashion. Thus, each particle is seen as a raised mound, not a spike.
Higher order weighting schemes achieve greater accuracy at the cost of more computer time,
while lower order weighting schemes sacrifice accuracy with the benefit of less computer
time. Previous experience suggests that first order weighting provides the optimum balance
between accuracy and computer time reference [9].
The basis for the two-dimensional PIC code developed here is the one-dimensional PIC
code PDW1. PDW1 is a nonperiodic code created at the University of California at Berkeley
reference [10]. It simulates particles in one spatial dimension and three velocity dimensions.
PDW1 follows the calculation path of almost all PIC codes given above. The major features
of PDW1 which distinguish it from other PIC codes are the way in which particles are
injected into the system and the inclusion of an external circuit. Particles in PDW1 are
injected with Maxwellian distributions. A set of Maxwellian velocities are calculated and
stored when the program is initialized. As the program proceeds, particles are injected from
the boundaries continuously. These particles are then assigned velocities taken at random
from the stored distribution. PDW1 treats the simulation region as part of an RLC circuit.
The right side of the simulation region is a plate connected to a voltage source, a resistor,
a capacitor, and an inductor. The circuit is closed by connecting it with the left side of the
simulation region. The voltage source allows the conductor to be biased according to an
arbitrary function. PDW1 also allows the inclusion of an external magnetic field at some
specified angle to the right hfand plate. The two dimensional code developed for this work
is named REPDW. From the modelling factors stated previously, the following features had
to be added to PDW1:
1. A second spatial dimension.
2. A right boundary which could be separated into 5 areas:
* Two regions of open space
* Two dielectric surfaces
* A conductor biased according to some function
3. Emission of secondary electrons from the dielectric surface due to collisions between
electrons and the dielectric surface, and
4. Partial reflection of ions off the dielectric and conductive surface.
The addition of particle reflection was made in the hope of studying momentum transfer in
the future.
2.2 Coding the Modelling Considerations
2.2.1 Right Boundary
An important feature of PDW1 is that an external circuit is connected to the plasma
system. The circuit links the right boundary through a resistor, inductor, capacitor, and
voltage source to the far plasma which is assumed to be at ground. The voltage supply
lets one set the potential on the plate, enabling one, for example, to simulate the positive
end of a solar array. In addition, the capacitor can be used to simulate a dielectric. The
coverslip over the cell is a thin dielectric separating two chargeable surfaces and acts as a
capacitor. Howerever, the circuit equation is one dimensional and assumes the right side is
homogeneous.
In the two dimensional case, the right boundary is a plate centered in free space, and
the plate is made up of a conductor centered on a dielectric. The geometry of the two
dimensional case is illustrated in figure 2.1. Instead of using only one circuit, the system is
coupled to many circuits. Because charges cannot move on the surface of a dielectric, each
grid cell on the dielectric must be connected to a separate circuit. This allows the surface
charge to be a function of position as well as time. Each dielectric circuit is identical,
*=o0.
magnetic field
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Figure 2.1: Two dimensional geometry.
however, since the dielectric properties are uniform over the entire surface. The conductor
is linked only to one circuit. The voltage supply is the same for each circuit, but the resistor,
capacitor, and inductor can be different. In addition, each circuit is connected to an external
voltage source. It is this source which allows one to vary the bias on the conductor. In a
solar cell, the dielectrics merely lie over a single conductor. Thus, the dielectric sections
are subject to the same bias as the conductor. This is done in REPDW by connecting each
circuit to the same external voltage source.
In the conductor circuit, we make a short circuit by setting the resistance and inductance
to zero and the capacitance to some arbitrarily large value. Since the electric field must be
zero in a conductor, any charges which collect on the conductor are redistributed evenly.
S= 0.
I _
-H HI,
ýc
After every timestep, the surface charge on each section of the conductor is summed and
replaced with the average. In the dielectric circuits, we simulate a dielectric by setting
the resistance and inductance to zero and the capacitance to some small value. Reemitted
electrons are treated as though they were injected from the right side. As they enter the
system, their position is noted, and their charge is subtracted from the appropriate dielectric
circuit. Thus, the capacitor of each dielectric circuit charges and discharges independently.
2.2.2 Reference Frame
The problem we wish to simulate is that of a solar array orbiting about the earth. We
shall call this the moving reference frame. However, it is impractical to simulate a large
region and move the array through it. Instead, the array is kept stationary with respect to
the simulation region and an external velocity is imposed on the plasma. This case will be
called the stationary reference frame. A magnetic field is also included in the system. If
the magnetic field is perpendicular to the y-z plane, the array will not cross any magnetic
field lines. If the magnetic field is not perpendicular to the y-z plane, the solar array will
sweep through the magnetic field lines as it moves in orbit. According to special relativity,
a particle will feel the same force from given electric and magnetic fields regardless of its
reference frame. Thus, the electric field calculated by the program must be adjusted to
account for the imposed plasma velocity.
Diffusion of charged particles across magnetic field lines is inversely proportional to the
strength of the field. In a strong magnetic field, charged particles are much less likely to
cross the magnetic field lines. Motion of charged particles in magnetic fields is divided into
two types: circular motion due to the i x B force, and motion of the guiding center. With a
stationary array, when the magnetic field is parallel to the plane of the array, the motion of
the guiding centers will rarely cross the field lines and very few particles will reach the right
boundary. With a moving array, the array will sweep through the circling particles. Thus,
many charged particles will reach the right boundary. A moving magnetic field behaves as
an electric field according to
E = Ex Bl, (2.5)
where V" is the velocity of the magnetic field. Thus, in the equations of motion, a correction
is made in the electric field felt by each particle. Thus,
Ey = E, + v.B sin i, (2.6)
and
Ex = E, - vB sin ¢, (2.7)
where k is the angle of the magnetic field with respect to the z-y plane. Equations (2.6)
and (2.7) give corrections only in cases where the sin of 0 is not equal to zero.
2.3 REPDW
2.3.1 2 Dimensions
The addition of a second spatial dimension to PDW1 was fairly straightforward. PDW1
kept track of the z-position of the particles, density of the particles, potential over the
domain, and the electric field in the z-direction over the domain. A second dimension was
added to the arrays in PDW1 to keep track of the y component of the above quantities.
With one dimension, it was only necessary to keep track of the component of the electric
field in the x-direction. With two dimensions, one has to keep track of the component of
the electric field in the y-direction as well. PDW1 calculates the electric field indirectly
through the relation
=a -
(2.8)
Thus, in central difference form, E, can be written
Ev= (2.9)
Likewise, with one dimension, particle initialization and injection need only be done
with respect to the z-axis. With two dimensions, particle initialization and injections must
be done with respect to both the z and y axes.
2.3.2 Poisson's Equation
In one dimension Poisson's equation can be written in difference form as,
- ik-1I + 20i - Oi+1 = - iAz2 (2.10)
rearranging gives,
i-1 --= i+I - 24~ + A•2•  (2.11)60
The charge on the plate gives 4, and .•1, and in conjunction with equation (2.11), gives
PDW1 a fast direct Poisson solver. When equation (2.10) is expanded to cover two dimen-
sions, there is no rearrangement which provides an explicit solution for 4. Implicit solutions
involve iterative methods which are computer intensive. Poisson's equation must be solved
for every timestep and each run involves thousands of timesteps. Clearly, implicit solutions
are impractical.
Fast Fourier Transforms can provide a fast solution to Poisson's equation, unfortunately,
Fourier Transforms require that our system be periodic. However, Fast Sine Transforms can
be used to solve Poisson's equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions reference [11]. With
sine transforms, the system is encompassed by only half a period, thus the system need
not be periodic. A fast multi-dimensional Poisson solver using Fast Sine Transforms was
developed in 1969 by O. Buneman [12]. One has only to supply the boundary conditions,
and 0 over the whole domain is returned.
Assumptions about the physical system were made to obtain the potential along the
boundary. The geometry under study is a plate open to space. There are open boundaries
to the left, top, and bottom, and the plate is to the right. The first assumption was
that the system is large compared to the Debye length. Plasmas seek neutrality and it is
difficult to sustain an electric field over long distances in a plasma. The debye length is
the characteristic distance over which large electric fields can be maintained. Therefore, 0
at the open boundaries is equal to 0,, thus 4 = 0 along the left, top, and bottom of the
system.
The second assumption was that the right side could be represented as a plane of charge
in vacuum. Thus, potential changes on the border are due to the changes in charge along the
border. The potential of the dielectric- conductor plate is set initially by the user, while the
potential of the remainder of the right border is initially set to zero. The equations of motion
are second order in time and the circuit equations are only first order in time. Therefore
the following scheme must be used to calculate the surface charge on the dielectrics and
conductor correctly. The capacitance between the left and right boundaries of the simulated
region is Co = Aeo/L, thus the potential of the right side is given by
Ot+1 _ -lt+ = . AQL (2.12)0oA
Ot +l is the potential at the new timestep and 1t+1 is the potential calculated from the new
particle positions and the old surface charge. Ot+l is given by the circuit equations and
OIt+l is given by
,t+l --- (2.13)
eoA
L is the distance between the left and right border, eo is the electric permittivity of free
space, and A is the area of the right border Ay multiplied by the width of the system.
Equation (2.12) is solved for AQ and Qt + AQ gives the correct surface charge of the
conductor and dielectrics at the new timestep.
2.3.3 Equations of Motion
A second spatial dimension makes geometry of the magnetic field more complex. Two
angles must be used to define the orientation of the magnetic field. However, we merely want
to study the cases in which the magnetic field is rotated at some angle to the right boundary.
Therefore, knowing the exact direction of rotation for the magnetic field is unnecessary. For
simplicity, the magnetic field is fixed parallel to the x-z plane and only allowed to rotate
about the y-axis. The magnetic field orientation is illustrated in figure 2.2.
Calculating the path of charged particles in an electric field is simple. But in the
presence of a magnetic field, one has to calculate the rotation due to i ×x B forces. Particles
yz
Figure 2.2: Magnetic field orientation.
in PDW1 are accelerated for half a timestep by the electric field, rotated by the magnetic
field according to reference [13]
v' = jt + .t x T (2.14)
where,
0 qBAt
T= -b tan 2 B 2 (2.15)2 2m
Here, q is the charge of the particle, m is the mass of the particle, B is the magnetic field
felt by the particle, and At is the time through which the particle is moved. And
,t+l #t r (2.16)+ . + V' x § (2.16)
where,
2T
= , (2.17)
I
0= o
/ 0 = 90
then accelerated the remaining half timestep by the electric field. In one dimension, the
electric field has only one component, thus acceleration is in the x-direction only. In two
dimensions, the rotation follows the same rule as in one dimension. However, the two
half-accelerations have z and y components since the electric field has z and y components.
2.3.4 Secondary Reemission and Ion Reflection
An important consideration in studying snapover is the effect of secondary electron
emission. Each electron which strikes a dielectric can cause one or more electrons to be
emitted from the dielectric. The model for secondary electron yield is given by reference [14]
and reference [6]
E E
ye(E, 0) = m'-z( ) exp(2 -2 1 2 ,) exp[2(1 - cos 0)] (2.18)
where E is the energy incoming electron, Ema, and 68 ma are parameters of the dielectric,
and 0 is the angle of incidence of the incoming electron.
If we neglect the angle of incidence term in equation (2.18), we see that equation (2.18)
gives us a maximum at Em•, of 6,,.. For 6m,, > 1 and incoming electrons of energy Ema,
secondary electron emission will cause a net gain of electrons in the system. In most cases,
there will be a range of energies where secondary emission causes a net gain of electrons. The
boundaries of this range are called the unity crossing points. Electrons with low energies
will not emit secondary electrons and electrons with extremely high energies will not emit
secondary electrons. Of primary interest is where these electrons go as the system tries to
maintain charge neutrality, and where snapover occurs with respect to these unity crossing
points. Biasing the conductor voltage below the first unity crossing and beyond the second
unity crossing should result in the absence of snapover.
An important factor in the behavior of secondary electrons is the energy with which
they are emitted. In this case, reemitted electrons are treated as though they were injected
from the right boundary. The reemitted electrons are given characteristics which mirror
those of the electrons injected from the left boundary. This was done for simplicity, but
can easily be changed to accommodate better models for secondary reemission. Incoming
electrons which strike the upper dielectric are counted separately from those that strike
the lower dielectric. Thus reemission over the upper dielectric surfaces is independent of
reemission over the lower dielectric.
Ion reflection from solid surfaces was also included [15]. The model uses accommodation
coefficients on and at to describe the interactions of molecules and solid surfaces.
a Pn Qn (2.19)Pn
Pt - Qt(2.20)
Ot = e, (2.20)Pt
where P? is normal or tangential momentum of the incident ion, and Q? is the normal or
tangential momentum of the reflected ion. The accommodation coefficients an and at must
be determined experimentally for each material, but for generality, an and at have been
set to 1 over the dielectric and the conductor, corresponding to total absorption. Thus,
momentum transfer from the flow to the solar array can be simulated and studied.
2.4 Code Output
The code output comes in the form of columns of numbers in ascii files. The files that
are created are:
ForO01.dat This file records the number of electrons which strike the dielectrics and the
number of electrons reemitted from the dielectrics.
ForOO3.dat This file echoes the input parameters.
ForO04.dat This file records the number of particles of each species in the system.
Forl00.dat This file echos the input parameters and records the time at each timestep.
ForlOl.dat This file records the momentum transferred to the right hand side by ion
collision.
Capch.lis This records the charge on the external capacitor connected to the conductor.
Chden.lis One file is created to record the charge density of each species plus one to record
the total charge density.
Efie.lis One file is created to record the electric field in each dimension of the system.
Elece.lis This records the electrostatic energy of the system. The charge density at each
grid cell is multiplied by the potential of the cell, normalized, and summed together.
Once the number of particles has reached a steady value, the electrostatic energy
should remain constant unless the external circuit is driving the system.
Epot.lis This records the electric potential of the system.
Extcu.lis This records the collected current at the conductor.
Vxvsx.lis One file is created to record the position and velocity of the particles of each
species.
These files are then used as the input for programs which graph or otherwise interpret the
data.
Chapter 3
Code Parameters and the Standard Test Case
As stated previously, the goal of this work is to gain understanding about snapover
by varying the physical parameters in a numerical simulation. Before we can vary the
parameters, however, we must have a standard test case from which to work. A good
test case must run quickly yet still be numerically accurate. A good test case must also
accurately portray the actual system we wish to study.
Once a test case is decided upon, its characteristics must be translated into values for the
program's input parameters. In order to do this, it is helpful to go over the input parameters
in PDW1 and REPDW. The input parameters can be divided into four categories:
1. Run Time Parameters determining the maximum size of arrays in the program,
2. Domain Parameters describing the physical characteristics of the domain,
3. Species Parameters describing the properties of particles injected into the system,
4. Program Control Parameters governing the running of the code.
These are listed and explained in appendix A.
3.1 Maintaining Accuracy
A good computer simulation achieves both speed and accuracy. Accuracy is maintained
through the use of proper physical approximations and through the use of proper numerical
schemes. In low earth orbit, the earth's atmosphere is a collisionless plasma. However, since
we simulate the plasma with far fewer particles than in reality, there will be collisions. To
reduce the collision rates to that of the actual plasma, calculations of the plasma properties
are done over a spatial grid. Using a spatial grid has the effect of giving the simulation
particles a finite size. As the particle radius is made comparable to the Debye length,
the collision cross section and collision frequency diminish rapidly relative to that of point
particles. The length of a grid cell is set to one debye length, making the the particle radius
equal to one half a Debye length. This reduces the collision frequency to the desired level
(reference [9]).
To solve Poisson's equation for the system, the far field potential was set to zero. To
keep this approximation valid, the simulation region needs to be fairly large. A domain of
32 ADeby, by 32 ADebve was felt to be the smallest domain for which one could say that the
boundary was "far away".
Reference [9], states that the physics of a collisionless plasma can be accurately simulated
with as few as 10 particles per debye cube. Thus, for a 2-dimensional system, we can use
as few as 4 particles per debye square. Particles in excess of this number increase the
computation time without significantly increasing the accuracy of the results. For a domain
of 32 ADebye by 32 ADebye, a system total of 3000 particles per species should be large enough
to insure accuracy while small enough to provide computational speed.
In addition, the finite difference equations for particle motion are integrated using the
leap-frog method. Thus, reference [9] advises that for computer runs of 1,000 to 10,000
timesteps,
At - 0.2 (3.1)
Timesteps greater than that given by equation (3.1) can give unacceptably large errors.
The plasma frequency wp is given by the following equation from [9]
LNDWp D (3.2)
In ND
where v is the electron collision frequency of the plasma and ND is the number of particles
per Debye cube. With an average system content of 3000 particles per species and a collision
frequency of 1000 per second equation (3.2) implies one could use a DT as high as 0.08,
but DT = 0.02 was considered large enough to provide speed, yet small enough to insure
accuracy in case of large density fluctuations.
3.2 Approximating the Physical System
3.2.1 Setting the Sizes
The three steps to approximating the system were:
1. set the sizes of the system,
2. set the properties of the system, and
3. model the species in the system.
With a length scale of only 32 debye lengths, one can only simulate one unit of a solar array
as illustrated in figure 1.2. As shown in the figure, we want to simulate a short, conductive
strip flanked by two longer, dielectric strips. Setting the parameters XCON = 4 and XDIE
= 16 gives a 4 grid cell conductor flanked by two 6 grid cell dielectrics.
3.2.2 Setting the Physical Properties
The properties of the system are determined by the properties of the external circuits
connected to the right hand side and the permittivity of free space. A short circuit behaves
just as a conductor biased by some external voltage source, while a capacitor behaves just as
a dielectric which is accumulating and discharging charge. Zero resistance, zero inductance,
and an infinite capacitance correspond to a short circuit.
The external voltage source is only connected to the conductor. It is designed to vary
with time as a sine wave. Although the problem is a boundary value problem, it is treated
as an initial value problem. The simulation begins with arbitrary initial conditions and
continues until the simulation relaxes into a steady state. We wish to see if a steady state
solution exists, study the conditions at steady state, and determine if the solution is unique.
Since, we are only interested in the final steady state, ACBIAS = 0. Thus, WO is ignored.
DCBIAS is the constant bias of the conductor and VOLTO is the initial bias of the conductor.
These are set to the same value and are varied from case to case.
Thus, EXTR = 0, EXTL = 0, and EXTC = 1020 for the circuit connected to the
conductor. For the circuits connected to the dielectric, the resistance and inductance are
zero and the capacitance is some finite value. To reduce storage space EXTR and EXTL
are used to set the resistance and inductance for the dielectric circuits- as well. EXTCD =
16 sets the capacitance for the dielectric circuits. Recall,
EA
EXTCD = A (3.3)
gives the capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor. The width of each grid cell was 4 giving
an area, A, of 4. For reasons explained later, the electric permeability of the dielectric, C,
was set to 40. Thus, the circuits simulate a dielectric thickness, d, of 10. Too small a value
for EXTCD results in a circuit which ocillates wildly, making steady state an impossible
condition. Too large a value for EXTCD results in a circuit which takes far too long to
reach steady state. EXTCD = 16 was found to be a good compromise between these two
extremes.
Part of the physical makeup of the external circuits are the materials properties of the
conductor and dielectric used in the circuits. These properties determine the electron ree-
mission and momentum transfer characterisitics of the system. The variables determining
the ion collision behavior are SIGTC, SIGTD, SIGNC, and SIGND. These are the acco-
modation coefficients used in reference [15]. At present, momentum transfer is not being
studied, so these variables have all been set to one, which corresponds to complete absorb-
tion.
Setting IFEMIT to 1 turns on the mechanism for secondary emission in the code. DMAX
and EMAX are the variables used in reference [14]. DMAX is the maximum number of
secondary electrons emitted per incident electron, and EMAX is the energy carried by the
incident electron required to emit this maximum number of electrons. For silicon dioxide,
DMAX = 2.4. For convenience, EMAX was set to 250. Thus, the energy at which secondary
electrons begin to outnumber incoming electrons is E = 27, in the nondimensional units of
PDW1. The electron energy is equal to the square of the velocity, thus an electron moving
at a velocity of one has an energy of leV. For convenience, the energy of injected electrons
is set to 1 though the electron temperature in low earth orbit is near .leV. It is assumed
that the electrons have already been slightly accelerated by the array before they enter the
system, but the electrons must still be significantly accelerated by the solar array to cause
secondary emission. VEMIT is the thermal energy or velocity of the reemitted electrons. It
has been set to one to match the thermal energy of the electrons injected into the system.
The permittivity of free space along with the particle density determines the ratio
wpe/ we. This ratio characterizes the relative plasma response to electric and magnetic
fields. A high ratio indicates the plasma is well shielded electrically and will behave more
as a collection of particles. A low ratio indicates the plasma is not well shielded electrically
and will behave more as a group of individual particles. In low earth orbit, wpe/W,, ~ 5.
With a system density of 4 particles per debye square, setting eo = 20 gives the proper
ratio. In addition, the permittivity of dielectrics is two to three times as high as that of free
space, and the permittivity of conductors is about equal to that of free space. Thus, EPSO
= 20, EPSC = 20, and EPSD = 40 produce the desired properties.
3.2.3 Approximating the Species
The simulation plasma consists of only two species: electrons, and ions, and the mass
ratio between the two is 1:100. Thus, QM = -1 for electrons and QM = .01 for ions. Since,
electrons and ions are the only species, there is no need to add background charge density
or current, and BACKJ and RHOBACK are set to zero.
The thermal velocity of the electrons is set to one, while that of the ions is ten times
less. This implies that the species are injected according to some distribution function.
REPDW uses a Maxwellian distribution and the cutoff velocities for this Maxwellian is set
to zero. A drift velocity can be added to the Maxwellian distribution as well. However, the
drift velocity of the system is simulated by having a moving reference frame rather than
shifting the maxwellian distribution. Therefore the drift velocities of both species are set to
zero in every dimension. The symbol ? is used to indicate that VO? stands for VOL, VOR,
VOT, and VOB. Similar substitutions are meant for any subsequent question marks. Thus
for the electrons, VO? = 0, VC? = 0, VT? = 1, VY? = 0, and VZ? = 0. These values are
the same for the ions with the exception that VT? = 0.1.
To simulate our system, particles were injected into every boundary except the right
hand side. In each case, the number of particles injected was adjusted in an attempt to keep
the system density at 3000 particles per species. In addition, to maintain quasi neutrality,
the ratio electrons to ions injected was set by
iteZ( Mae-) + V/OP( /fl&L/cM)+P te W tL (3.4)
vtiz(V -Pt .. ivo•-v
in reference [16]. In this notation, vt is the thermal temperature of each species, v, is the
cutoff velocity of the Maxwellian distribution for each species, and V0 is the center of the
Maxwellian distribution for each species. Z is the normal distribution function
exp 
.1Z(t) = I-L2 (3.5)vr22-
and P is the function
1 t
P(t) = [1 + erf( )] (3.6)2
where erf is the error function. This reflects the fact that electrons pass through boundaries
more rapidly than ions. The variables FLUX? and JO? are set so that the charge on each
particle is ±1.
Finally, we wish to impose a drift velocity on the plasma particles. This was done
to make the right boundary appear as though it were moving through the system. For
simplicity, the drift was only in the x-direction, thus VX = 0.2 and VY = 0. Also, the
system is started with a full distribution and allowed to fill to equilibrium, thus EMPTY =
F and INJECT = T.
Chapter 4
Results of Computer Simulations
The simulations were run until the system relaxed into a steady state. The main cri-
teria for judging steady state were the current balance over the dielectrics and the current
collected at the conductor. The collected current at the conductor must be at a steady level
and the net current over the dielectrics must be zero for steady state. If the net current
over the dielectrics was positive, the potential over the dielectrics was rising. Running the
simulation until the potential over the dielectric was near that of the conductor was usually
sufficient for steady state. If the net current over the dielectrics was negative, the potential
over the dielectrics was dropping. Thus, running the simulation until the potential over
the dielectrics was near zero was usually sufficient for steady state.For most runs, this took
2000 timesteps. Some cases required as many as 8000 timesteps to reach steady state. In
addition, EXTCD was sometimes lowered to make the run reach steady state more quickly.
By lowering EXTCD, the dielectric voltage changed more quickly due to the collection and
emission of charge. Thus, the process of snapover could be speeded up.
The computer runs were designed to study the affects of three variables:
1. the conductor bias, Vezt,
2. the angle of the magnetic field, b,
3. the strength of the magnetic field, B.
In addition, the effect of different starting conditions were tested. Throughout the com-
puter simulations, two different starting conditions were used, The first is referred to as a
discharged start. In the discharged start, the dielectric surfaces begin the simulation with
no net charge, and the potential over the dielectrics is the potential over the conductive
surface. This reflects the fact that the conductor actually extends beneath the dielectrics.
The second type of start is called the charged start. In the charged start, the dielectric
begins with a net charge just sufficient to counteract the bias of the conductor underneath
the dielectric. Thus, the potential over the dielectrics begins at zero.
In essence, the discharged start is equivalent to starting the system after snapover has
occured,, and the charged start is equivalent to starting the system before snapover. In the
tests by Thiemann and Bogus, reference [2], they started the system at a low voltage, ramped
the voltage up, and then ramped the voltage back down. The charged starts simulate the
equilibrium states found in experiment as the voltage on the solar array is brought from low
levels to high levels. The dielectrics start at a low voltage and proceed until they snapover.
The discharged starts simulate the equilibrium states found in experiment as the voltage
on the solar array is brought from high levels to low levels. The dielectrics start at a high
voltage, already exhibiting snapover, and proceed until snapover no longer occurs.
4.1 Weak, perpendicular magnetic field: 0 = 0, B = 0.1
The first group of runs was for the case with a weak magnetic field oriented normal to
Discharged Start Charged Start
Vezt Avg Max Min Vezt Avg Max Min
25 172 333 73 25 n/a n/a n/a
50 265 503 103 50 289 475 127
100 685 1089 292 100 423 698 209
150 697 1037 293 150 333 598 155
200 687 944 308 200 584 970 322
250 692 1094 221 250 842 1124 590
300 794 1246 297 300 835 1264 582
Table 4.1: Current collected vs. V,,t for ti = 0, B = 0.1.
the solar cell. The magnetic field strength is defined by the ratio
to the length of the conductor, p,eL. This ratio is given by
of the electron gyroradius
PCe thermal
L IQMB 4 (4.1)
When p,/L > 1, the magnetic field is said to be weak. When p,/L < 1, the magnetic field
is said to be strong. In this case p,/L = 2.5. Vzt ranged from 25 to 300. The results are
shown in table 4.1. An entry of n/a indicates no runs were made for that set of conditions.
The Avg is the average current collected at the conductor in the last 50 timesteps of the
run. Max is the maximum current during this period, and Min is the minimum current.
Figure 4.1 shows a sample current vs. time curve. The data show a lot of noise, and this is
due to the relatively low number of particles used in the simulation. The computer used for
these simulations was a pVax. With an average of 4,000 particles per species in the system,
external current at timestep = 000000 to 002000
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Figure 4.1: I vs. Time for Vet = 150, 0 = 0, and B = 0.1.
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Figure 4.2: I vs. Vet for 4 = 0 and B = 0.1.
it took the /Vax one hour to run 600 timesteps. Noise is inversely proportional the the
square root of the number of particles. Thus, to eliminate most of the noise, we would need
an average of 40,000 particles per species in the system. Simple extrapolation tells us this
would take the /iVax 10 hours to run 600 timesteps. One run was made with an average of
20,000 particles per species. The noise was reduced by a factor of 2 which agrees with the
inverse relationship, but the running time increased to more than a day. Therefore time
required for simulations without noise was deemed unnacceptable.
The results of table 4.1 are plotted in figure 4.2. The error bars at each point plot the
range between the maximum current and the minimum current collected at steady state.
Note how the discharged starts and the charged start begin together, diverge, and then
Charged starts
1.5
1.2
+
rejoin. As the solar array is brought from low voltage to high voltage, the current collection
follows the I vs. V curve for the charged starts. At VEt = 200, the collected current
undergoes a sharp increase and then saturates at a much higher level. As the solar array is
returned from high voltage to low voltage, the current collection follows the I vs. V curve
for the discharged starts. Below V,,t = 100, the collected current drops sharply and then
levels off. Thus the range for snapover is near 100 volts.
The sharp breaks in the I vs. V curves clearly demonstrate the snapover effect. At
certain critical voltages, the collected current increases nearly an order of magnitude. More
importantly, the divergence of the I vs. V curves demonstrate the same hysterisis behavior
observed by Thiemann and Bogus, reference [2]. The solar array is started at Vezt = 0.
The external voltage is increased and snapover occurs at V,Zt = 200. Then, the external
voltage is decreased and the current levels drop at Vezt = 50, not at Vezt = 200. For the
charged starts, snapover occurs between Vezt = 150 and Vet = 200. For the discharged
starts, snapover occurs between Vt = 50 and V,,t = 100. Thus, the snapover voltage is
clearly dependent upon the starting conditions. When the dielectric is started at a high
voltage, snapover occurs much earlier than when the dielectric is started at a low voltage.
To gain a better understanding of the snapover process, we must examine more closely
the differences between cases which exhibit snapover and cases which do not. The following
discussion will concentrate on two cases. In both cases, V,,t = 150, k = 0, and B = 0.1.
The only difference is that one case is started discharged and the other is started charged.
All the other run time parameters were equal, but the discharged case exhibited snapover
and the charged case did not.
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Thiemann and Bogus, reference [2], report that snapover is accompanied by a rise in
the potential of the cover glass. The plots in figure 4.3 show the potential profiles over
the right boundary at steady state. The dielectric coverslips lie from y = 9 to y = 14 and
from y = 19 to y = 24. The first figure shows the potential profile for a case which has
undergone snapover. The potential over the dielectrics is near 100. This is much higher
than the potential in the second figure. In this figure, snapover has not occured and the
potential over the dielectrics is slightly below zero. The results of the simulation mirror
those of experiment.
The jump in the dielectric potential must come from a change in the charge on the
dielectric surface. The potential contours of the system tells us whether this change in
charge is due to the electrons or ions. Figure 4.4 shows the potential contours for a case
exhibiting snapover. Figure 4.5 shows the contours for a case without snapover. The
contours in the first plot are spaced farther apart than the contours in the second plot,
and the contours also extend much farther into the system. For the case with snapover,
the potential gradients exist throughout the system. These gradients accelerate ions out of
the system as soon as they enter and attract electrons towards both the conductor and the
dielectrics. For the case without snapover, the potential is near zero through much of the
system. Potential gradients only exist near the conductor and dielectrics. Ions reach the
center of the system before they are accelerated away from the conductor. Electrons drift
towards the center of the system and then are accelerated towards the conductor. Near the
dielectrics, electrons are actually repelled.
The affect the potential contours have upon the particle movement can be seen in the
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Figure 4.4: Potential contours with snapover.
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Figure 4.5: Potential contours without snapover.
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Figure 4.6: Electron positions at steady state with snapover.
electron positions at steady state. At steady state, the system adjusts itself so that the
particle flux remains constant in the system. High particle density indicates the particles are
moving slowly. Low particle density indicates the particles are moving quickly. Figure 4.6,
shows the electron positions at steady state after a discharged start for Vest = 150, 0 = 0,
and B = 0.1. The electron density tells us the electrons are accelerated early and are
guided towards the centerline of the system. One can see a funneling of the electrons from
the left boundary towards the edges of the dielectrics on the right boundary. In addition,
and electron sheath has formed just above the dielectrics. Figure 4.7, shows the electron
positions at steady state after a charged start for Vezt = 150, 1 = 0, and B = 0.1. Here the
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Figure 4.7: Electron positions at steady state without snapover.
electron density varies more gradually than in the discharged case.
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This means the electrons are not accelerated until they reach the middle of the system.
In addition, there is no funneling and no sheath formation. The electrons are attracted
equally to all parts of the right boundary, even the sections of open space at the upper and
lower edges of the boundary. In both cases, the ions are repelled from the right boundary,
thus changes in the surface charge of the dielectrics must be due to the electrons.
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Figurie 4.8: Primary and secondary current collected at the dielectrics.
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Figure 4.8 shows the primary and secondary currents for the case with snapover and
the case without snapover. The curve above I = 0 plots the rate at which electrons are
emitted from the dielectric surfaces and is called the secondary current. The curve below I
= 0 plots the rate at which electrons strike the dielectric surfaces and is called the primary
current. The first plot in figure 4.8 is for the case with snapover. The secondary and
primary currents are nearly equal and are large in magnitude. Although large amounts
of electrons strike the dielectrics there is no build up of negative surface charge because
an equal amount of electrons are reemitted from the surface of the dielectrics. Thus, the
potential over the dielectrics starts high and remains high.
The second plot in figure 4.8 is for the case without snapover. Again, the secondary and
primary currents are nearly equal. However, the magnitude of the currents is quite small.
The slightly negative potential over the dielectric reduces the number of primary electrons
to a trickle. Therefore, the number of secondary electrons is also very small. The dielectric
begins with a large negative surface charge and cannot lose this charge because there is
not enough secondary emission. In summary, the first set of simulations demonstrate the
phenomena involved in snapover and the hysterisis found in snapover experiments. This
set of runs will serve as the basis against which the other runs will be compared.
4.2 Strong, perpendicular magnetic field: i = 0, B = 1.0
The second group of runs was for the case with a strong magnetic field oriented normal
to the solar cell. The magnetic field is strong because in this case, p,eL = .25. V,,t ranged
from 50 to 500. The results are shown in table 4.2. The purpose of these runs is to see
Table 4.2: Current collected vs. V,,t for 'k = 0, B = 1.0.
what happens when the magnitude of the magnetic field is increased.
Figure 4.9 is a plot of the data in table 4.2. The error bars at each point are still
large compared to the data values. Small fluctuations in the smoothness of the curves
are probably due to noise. The general shape of the curves is the same as in figure 4.2.
The discharged and the charged start begin together, diverge, and then rejoin. The only
differences are the exact points of snapover and the levels of collected current.
In these runs, as in all runs, the solar array is brought from low voltage to high voltage,
then back to low voltage. The current collection as the array is brought from low level to
high level follows the I vs. Vezt curve for the charged starts. At V"et = 500, the collected
current increases sharply. As the solar array is brought from high level to low level, the
collected current follows the I vs. V,,t curve for the discharged starts. At Vezt = 100, the
collected current falls and levels off at a much lower level. Here the range for snapover is
Discharged Start Charged Start
V,,t Avg Max Min VEt Avg Max Min
50 185 345 62 50 168 321 31
100 253 396 83 100 247 491 102
200 739 1228 196 200 405 673 228
300 877 1289 465 300 465 870 216
400 1117 1518 545 400 627 913 368
500. 1257 1585 809 500 1986 6454 998
Current vs. Voltage
With Uncertainties
B = 1.0
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Charged starts
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Figure 4.9: I vs. Ve,,t for 0 = and B = 1.0.
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nearly 400 volts.
Again, the sharp breaks in the I. vs. V curves demonstrate the phenomena of snapover.
Above certain critical voltages, the collected current increases by a factor of 4 to 8. The
divergence in the curves shows hysterisis is present in these cases as well. Snapover occurs
in the charged cases between Vezt = 400 and V,,t = 500. Snapover occurs in the discharged
cases between Vzt = 100 and V,.t = 200. More important, however, is the result that
snapover has been delayed. For the charged starts, snapover occurs at a voltage nearly 300
higher than in the first set of cases and for the discharged cases, snapover occurs at a voltage
nearly 100 higher than in the first set of cases. Recall, an electron energy of 1 corresponds
to an electron temperature of leV. Thus, snapover is occuring at energies several hundreds
of times larger than the thermal energies.
The next step is to examine the differences between cases run with a weak magnetic
field and those with a strong field. In the first set of cases, the charged start for V,,t = 300
underwent snapover while in this case, the charged start for V,,t = 300 did not snapover.
The following will concentrate upon these two cases.
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Figure 4.10: Potential profiles comparing B = 0.1 with B = 1.0.
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Figure 4.10 shows the potential contours over the right boundary at steady state for
B = 0.1 and B = 1.0. V,,t = 300 and e- = 0 in both cases. In the first figure, B = 0.1 and
the system has underwent snapover. The potential over the dielectric has risen appreciably
above zero and is nearly 100 over the right dielectric. In contrast, the case with B = 1.0
has not experienced snapover. The potential over the dielectric has not changed from the
starting conditions and is still zero. Clearly, snapover is accompanied by a voltage rise over
the dielectric slip covers, but these results do not show the effect of the increased magnetic
field.
A stronger magnetic field makes it harder for particles to cross field lines. Figures 4.11
and 4.12 compare the electron positions between the case with B = 0.1 and the case with
B = 1.0. Both cases were for charged starts. In figure 4.11, we see the same things as
in figure 4.6. High particle density indicates low particle velocity and low particle density
indicates high particle velocity. The electrons begin accelerating almost as soon as they
enter the system and are guided towards the centerline. Funneling of the particles towards
the centerline is clearly visible. In addition, there is a large buildup of electrons in front of
the conductor and dielectrics. This electron sheath is similar to that found in figure 4.6,
but is more dense and extends farther into the system.
Particle Positions
8 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 28 22 24 26 28 30 32
Figure 4.11: Electron positions for Vet = 300, 0 = , and B = 0.1.
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Figure 4.12: Electron positions for V..t = 300, 0 = 0, and B = 1.0.
In figure 4.12, the particles form bands stretching from left to right. The electrons are
neatly divided into lower, middle and upper thirds. The electrons begin accelerating later
than in the B = 0.1 case, and then only the middle third of the electrons are accelerated.
The electrons in the upper and lower thirds continue to move slowly and exit at the right
boundary with almost no increase in velocity. As in figure 4.7, there is no electron sheath
in front of the dielectrics. The particles appear to move strictly along the magnetic field
lines.
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Figure 4.13: Avg. electron velocities for B = 0.1 and B = 1.0.
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The average electron velocities in each grid cell for the two cases are shown in figure 4.13.
The scale for the velocity vectors in each of these plots is 0.25. Thus, a vector one unit long
means the particle is moving at 4 grid cells per unit time. The first plot in figure 4.13 shows
the electron velocities for the case with snapover. The electron velocities begin increasing
soon after the electrons enter from the left hand side. On the right hand side of the system,
electrons entering from the top and bottom of the system are accelerated almost entirely
toward the centerline of the system. The second plot in figure 4.13 shows the electron
velocities for the case without snapover. The velocities in the upper and lower bands stay
nearly constant throughout the system and these particles exit the system to the right
without striking the dielectrics or the conductor. The particles in the middle band of the
system are accelerated more slowly than in the case with snapover. At the far right of the
system, these particles start crossing the field lines and move towards the conductor. It
appears that very few electrons strike the dielectrics.
In the first plot, Pe = 10 and in the second plot, Pe = 1. With a large electron gyroradius,
electrons are much freer to cross the magnetic field lines. High energy electrons in the center
of the system mix easliy with the low energy electrons at the upper and lower edges of the
system and vice versa. The transition from low energy electrons to high energy electrons
is spread out over lengths on the order of ten grid cells. Therefore, high energy electrons
are free to impact on the dielectrics. With a small electron gyroradius, the electrons are
more constrained by the magnetic field lines. The mixing of high energy electrons and low
energy electrons occurs over lengths on the order of one grid cell. Since the mixing length
is so much smaller, a sharp distinction can be seen in the distribution of electron energies
and very few high energy electrons can strike the dielectrics.
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Figure 4.14: Primary and secondary current for B = 0.1 and B = 1.0.
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Figure 4.14 shows the primary and secondary currents for these two cases. Recall that
the curve below I = 0 plots the rate at which electrons strike the dielectrics and the curve
above I = 0 plots the rate at which electrons are reemitted from the dielectrics. In the first
plot, both currents begin at low levels. The dielectrics start with a large negative surface
charge, and the electrons feel no special attraction to the dielectrics. This situation is the
same as that illustrated in the second plot of figure 4.8.
Near time = 80, the secondary current goes through a large spike and then relaxes to a
level similar to the level of the secondary current in the first plot of figure 4.8. Simultane-
ously, the primary current goes through a spike and relaxation, though the spike is smaller
in magnitude than the spike for the secondary current. This difference in magnitude tells
us that the dielectric loses a large amount of negative charge. This loss of negative surface
charge is what causes the voltage jump indicative of snapover. A closer look at the first plot
shows the secondary current is significantly greater than the primary current, even at the
beginning of the simulation. Thus, the dielectric surface loses small amounts of negative
charge throughout the simulation until the time of the current spikes. This is in contrast
to the currents in the second plot of figure 4.14. The second plot of figure 4.14 is identical
to the second plot of figure 4.8. The currents never go through a spike and the system does
not go through snapover. In addition, the secondary current is not significantly greater
than the primary current throughout the simulation.
To complete the comparison between the cases with a weak and a strong magnetic field,
let us look at a case where the charged start does snapover for B = 1.0. For B = 1.0,
the charged start I vs. V curve goes through snapover at Vet = 500. The plot of the
3'
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Figure 4.15: Electron positions for Vezt = 500, 4 = 0, and B = 1.0.
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Table 4.3: Current collected vs. V,,t for 0 = 90, B = 0.1.
electron positions for this case is in figure 4.15. This plot is much more like figure 4.11 than
figure 4.12. The electrons begin accelerating towards the right early, and the electrons are
able to cross the field lines. Electrons which enter at the top and bottom of the system
are drawn across the field lines and can then strike the dielectric. Vezt = 500 causes
much stronger electric fields in the y-direction. Strong electric fields in the y-direction give
the electrons higher perpendicular velocities and thus larger gyroradii. For high energy
electrons to strike the dielectric, the conductor potential must be high enough to cause
electric fields in the y-direction strong enough to accelerate electrons beyond velocities of 4
in the y-direction.
4.3 Weak, parallel magnetic field: 4 = 90, B = 0.1
The third group of runs was for the case with a weak magnetic field oriented parallel to
Discharged Start Charged Start
Vezt Avg Max Min V,.t Avg Max Min
50 146 338 1 50 111 222 20
100 673 964 375 100 153 332 45
150 753 1203 396 150 n/a n/a n/a
200 742 1126 394 200 358 611 129
300 531 803 221 300 1371 2554 988
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Figure 4.16: I vs. Vet for 4 = 90 and B = 0.1.
the z-axis of the solar cell. As in the first set of runs, pe/L = 2.5. Vet ranged from 50 to
300. The collected current vs. V,,t is tabulated in table 4.3. The main purpose for these
runs was to determine the effect of the magnetic field orientation.
The currents in table 4.3 are graphed in figure 4.16. The shape of the curves is similar
to those of figures 4.2 and 4.9. The collected current seems to fall off at high V,,t for the
discharged starts, but this drop is smaller than the range in the error bars of the collected
current at Vt = 200. As the voltage is increased on the solar array, the collected current
jumps up between VEt = 200 and VEt = 300. As the voltage on the solar array is brought
back down, the solar array stops exhibiting snapover between V,,t = 50 and Vt = 100.
The snapover points for this set of runs is identical with those of set for 4 = 0 and B = 0.1.
Even the levels of collected .current are the same. With ¢ = 90, the v1 which is used to
calculate the electron gyroradius is the velocity in the x-direction. The geometry of the
system dictates the predominant electric field will be in the x-direction, thus Pe is actually
much larger than ten for most of the electrons. Since the electron gyroradius is larger than
the length of the system, the magnetic field has no effect at all. Therefore one would expect
this set of cases to give similar results to the first set of cases.
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Figure 4.17: Right hand potentials for 4 = 0 and i- = 90 with B = 0.1.
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Figure 4.17 shows the potential over the right hand side for 0 = 0 and 4 = 90 with
Ve, = 100 and B = 0.1. In the first plot, the potentials over the dielectrics are near 60.
In the second plot, the potentials over the dielectrics are near 45. The potential over the
dielectrics is lowered by orienting the magnetic field at 90 degrees, but this does not seem to
affect the collected current levels or the snapover voltages. At steady state, there must be
a balance between the incoming electrons and the secondary electrons. Thus the dielectric
voltage need only be enough to cause secondary emission greater than one. How much
greater than one is not important.
Orienting the magnetic field perpendicularly with the predominant electric field should
introduce an E x B drift. The electron and ion motions should have an extra component
in the positive z and y direction. The first graph in figure 4.18 plots the average electron
velocities for the case where B is parallel to the z-axis while the second graph plots the
electron velocities for the case where B is perpendicular to the z-axis. In both graphs, the
velocity vector scale is 0.3. Thus, a vector of length one indicates a speed slightly less than
3 grid cells per unit time.
The first graph is a repeat of what is shown at the top of figure 4.13. The electron
velocities begin increasing soon after the electrons enter at the left of the system. In the
center of the system, the electrons begin funneling in towards the centerline of the system,
and at the right hand side, electrons entering from the top and bottom of the system move
almost entirely in the y-direction. The second graph in figure 4.18 has several differences
from the first. Although the electrons begin accelerating at the same place as in the first
graph, the overall magnitudes of the velocities in the x and y directions are noticeably lower.
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Figure 4.18: Electron velocities for k = 0 and ¢ = 90.
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This might seem to indicate the the electrons have less energy, but this is misleading. The
velocity plot only indicates velocities in the z- y plane. The kinetic energies of the electrons
have been shifted to the z-direction. Thus, electrons which strike the dielectric have the
same energies as in the k = 0 case and secondary emission should proceed as before. In
addition, all the vectors have had a slight component of the y unit vector added to them
when compared to the vectors of the first graph. As a whole, this added y velocity makes
the graph look as if it had been shifted upwards compared to the first graph.
The cases for a weak B oriented perpendicular and parallel differ slightly in detail, but
in effect are equivalent. The potential profiles for the two cases show minor differences.
Velocities have been shifted to the z-direction and contour separation is greater for the
potentials of the perpendicular cases. Electron velocities and positions differ slightly as
well. The velocities and positions show evidence of a slight E x B drift, but the gross
results are the same. The collected currents in the two cases are the same and the V,,t at
which snapover occurs are the same. This is because the magnetic field in these two cases
was too weak to significantly affect the motion of the particles.
4.4 Strong, parallel magnetic field: 4 = 90, B = 1.0
The last group of runs was for the case with a strong magnetic field oriented parallel
to the z-axis of the solar cell. In this case, p,/L = .25. Vet ranged from 50 to 300. The
results are tabulated in table 4.4.
Figure 4.19 is a plot of the data in table 4.4. The shape of this graph is completely
Discharged Start Charged Start
Vezt Avg Max Min V,,t Avg Max Min
50 110 243 21 50 57 180 9
100 42 204 5 100 75 251 3
200 119 318 3 200 170 355 40
300 163 323 7 300 317 700 83
400 213 412 65 400 465 937 161
500 367 655 102 500 484 758 317
Table 4.4: Current collected vs. V,,t for k = 90, B = 1.0.
different from the shapes of the other I vs. V graphs (figures 4.2, 4.9, and 4.16). The
collected current for the discharged starts is lower than the current for the charged starts.
In addition, there do not appear to be any jumps in the collected current due to snapover.
Both curves are nearly linear. The collected current levels are also much lower than in the
previous cases. Because the currents are steadily increasing, it cannot be determined from
the collected currents alone where snapover takes place.
To see where snapover took place it is necessary to search for the accompanying signs
of snapover. The graphs in figure 4.20 show the potentials over the right hand sides for the
discharged starts. In the first graph, Vezt = 50. The potential over the upper dielectric is
near zero and the potential over the lower dielectric is less than 25. Since the unity energy
is 27 it is clear that the system has not undergone snapover.
Current vs. Voltage
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Figure 4.19: I vs. Vet for 4 = 90 and B = 1.0.
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Figure 4.20: Discharged start snapover evidence for 0 = 90 and B = 1.0.
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The number of secondary electrons must be less than the number of primary electrons.
Therefore, there is no extra source of electrons that can be collected at the conductor
and there can be no anomalous current collection. In the second graph, Vzt = 100. The
potential over the dielectrics is above the first unity crossing and significant secondary
emission is taking place. Checking the secondary emission data show that for Ve.t = 50
the number of primary electrons exceeds the number of secondary electrons and that for
aVet = 100 the number of primary electrons is over 2000 less than the number of secondary
electrons. Steady state indicates that these extra electrons must be exiting the system
through the conductor. From this evidence, it is clear that snapover for the discharged
starts occurs between Vzt = 50 and V,e = 100.
The graphs in figure 4.21 show the potentials over the right hand sides for the charged
starts. In the first graph, V, , t = 300 and it appears that the system has not undergone
snapover. The potential over the left dielectric is above zero, but does not appear high
enough to cause sufficient secondary emission to cause snapover.
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Figure 4.21: Charged start snapover evidence for 0 = 90 and B = 1.0.
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Vezt = 400 for the second graph, and the potential indicates the system has undergone
snapover. The potential over both dielectrics is over the first unity potential though the
potential over the upper dielectric is much higher than the potential over the lower dielectric.
The secondary emission data show that for V,,t = 300, the number of secondary electrons
exceeds the number of primary electrons by 800. Considering that most of these electrons
are unable to escape the dielectric, this level of secondary emission is insufficient to cause
snapover. For Vezt = 400, the number of secondary electrons exceeds the number of primary
electrons by over 2000. This is definitely enough to cause and sustain snapover.
The levels of collected current for this case were much lower than for all previous cases.
In addition, the collected current was higher for the charged starts than for the discharged
starts. In general, the lower levels of collected current were due to the magnetic field
strength and orientation. With an electron gyroradius of one, very few electrons can move
from the edges of the system to the center of the system. Thus, most of the electrons never
reach the areas where the electric field is strong enough to accelerate them through the field
lines and into the right hand side. Although the levels of collected current are lower for
the discharged cases, the current vs. voltage curves are very close together and cross early
on. When the noise of the simulations is taken into account, the difference in the levels of
collected current is too small to be significant.
The velocity plot (figure 4.22) shows that there is an appreciable E x B drift velocity in
the positive y-direction. The scale for these vectors is 0.25. A vector of length one indicates
a speed of 4 grid cells per unit time. The velocities in this graph are much larger than
the velocities in figure 4.13. At the same V,,t this added velocity gives the electrons more
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Figure 4.22: Velocities for strong B and ik = 90.
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kinetic energy than in cases where the magnetic field is weak. Thus it is not surprising that
for i- = 90, snapover occurs at a lower voltage than for k = 0.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
The results of chapter 4 match the results of experiment fairly closely. More importantly,
the diagnostic data from the runs can be used to provide a theoretical explanation for the
results. The following discussion will try to answer these three questions:
1. Why does snapover exhibit hysterisis?
2. How is snapover related to the material properties of the dielectric slip cover?
3. How does the presence of a magnetic field affect snapover?
5.1 Snapover and hysterisis
Experiments have shown that snapover is a time dependent phenomenon, reference [2].
Puzzlement over the reasons behind this time dependence are due to the belief that snapover
is a reversible process. The results of chapter 4 show that snapover is not time dependent,
but rather path dependent. In experiment, the voltage on the array is cycled from low to
high and then from high to low. Thus snapover for two legs of the experiment is different.
In the up leg where the voltage is brought from low to high, the current jump indicates the
appearance of snapover. In the down leg where the voltage is brought from high to low, the
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Figure 5.1: 2D potential profile for Vest = 300, 4 = 0, and B = 0.1.
collected current jump indicates the disappearance of snapover.
In the up leg of the experiment, the voltage of the array begins at zero. As the voltage
of the conductor is increased, the voltage of the dielectric lags behind. Electrons are more
mobile than ions, and this results in a build up of negative charge on the dielectric. Thus,
the rational for charged starts. The conductor is started at a predetermined voltage, but the
dielectric is started at zero voltage. This simulates the initial build up of negative charge.
In the charged cases, the potential over the dielectric begins at zero and it would appear
that electrons would strike the dielectric with zero energy. However, figure 5.1 shows the
initial potential in a system with a charged start. An external voltage of 300 is high enough
to cause snapover in this case. If one pictures figure 5.1 as a three dimensional perspective.
The potential contours can be seen as a depression, and a potential well caused by the
conductor is evident in front of the dielectric regions. Thus, electrons will collect in the
well, but some will escape and strike the dielectric with energies greater than zero. If the
potential well is great enough, electrons will strike the dielectric with energies greater than
that of the first unity crossing and reemit secondary electrons. Some of these electrons will
escape to the conductor and the dielectric potential will rise.
As the potential of the dielectric rises, the electrons which are attracted to the dielectric
will have more and more kinetic energy. Eventually, the potential of the dielectric will
rise enough to cause the potential well in front of the dielectric to disappear. The electrons
trapped in the well are suddenly be released and strike the dielectric with energies surpassing
the first unity crossing potential. This sudden release and subsequent cascade of secondary
electrons is what causes the large spike near time = 80 in figure 4.14. This sudden release
and cascade of secondary electrons causes the rapid jump in the number of electrons. In
addition, the potential of the dielectric snaps up as it loses a large number of electrons in a
few timesteps. Finally, the potential of the dielectric rises to the point where electrons can
no longer escape to the conductor. The electrons form a cloud (see figures 4.6, 4.11, and
4.15) over the dielectric and the system settles down. Figure 4.2 shows that in the charged
case, snapover occurs between Vezt = 150 and Ve.t = 200.
In the down leg of the experiment, the voltage of the array begins at a high level, and
the voltage of the dielectric begins slightly below this level. As the voltage of the conductor
is decreased, the voltage of the dielectric lags behind. The dielectric begins with very little
surface charge, and the potential does not drop until electrons begin accumulating on the
surface in large numbers. Thus, the rational for discharged starts. The conductor is started
at a predetermined voltage and the dielectric is started with zero surface charge.
The electron cloud in figures 4.6, 4.11, and 4.15 is essential to snapover. In simulations
where secondary emission has been turned off, there is no snapover and no electron cloud.
In fact, the cloud can only form when the potential of the dielectric is high enough to
prevent the electrons from escaping. The disappearance of snapover occurs as a result
of the collapse of this electron cloud. As the potential of the right hand side is lowered,
electrons which strike the dielectric produce less secondary electrons. Fewer electrons are
trapped by the dielectric because fewer electrons are produced. As the electron cloud falls
onto the dielectric, the potential of the dielectric falls further, accelerating the collapse of
the electron cloud. Eventually, the potential of the dielectric falls below the first unity
crossing. Every electron which strikes the dielectric causes the surface charge to increase
and the dielectric potential quickly falls to a level slightly below zero. It is this cascade
effect, both in the formation and in the collapse of the electron cloud, which causes snapover
to appear as a discontinuity.
5.2 Snapover and the First Unity Crossing
The most visible effect of snapover, is the large increase of collected current at the solar
cell interconnects. However, the results of the simulations show several less discernable
phenomena occur during snapover as well, and it is these less visible effects which explain
the mechanism of snapover and its relationship to the material properties of the system.
Many sources (references [17], [6], [7], and [8]) agree that snapover is caused by secondary
emission of electrons by the dielectric coverslips. However, in order to change the level of
collected current, the secondary electrons must be able to escape the dielectric and strike
the conductor. Figure 4.14 is evidence that most of the reemitted electrons fall back upon
the dielectrics and only a few escape. The curves for the primary and secondary currents
mirror each other. For cases which exhibit snapover, the secondary current is greater in
magnitude than the primary current by a few electrons at each timestep. Thus, the ability
of the electrons to escape the dielectric is the determining factor for when snapover can
occur.
Secondary emission is material dependent and it is important to look at the secondary
emission properties of the dielectric. In all the simulations, Sm, = 2.4 and Em,, = 250 (see
equation 2.18). A unity crossing is the energy at which impacting electrons emit exactly
one secondary electron. In this case, the values of b6,, and Em,. give a first unity crossing
at E = 27, a maximum emission at E = 250., and a second unity crossing at E = 1260.
The following argument neglects the presence of a magnetic field and is only applicable
for snapover in the discharged starts. Snapover for the two starts is of a different nature.
In the charged starts, one starts in the absence of snapover and proceeds until snapover
occurs. In the discharged starts, one starts with snapover already present and proceeds
until snapover disappears,
In the discharged cases, the potential of the dielectric begins at the potential of the
conductor. Electrons reaching the dielectric have energies near Vezt. However, reemitted
electrons would be at low energy, and would fall back onto the dielectric without any further
secondary emission. Any electrons the dielectric lost are regained and the net result is to
lower the potential of the dielectric. Snapover will not occur unless these reemitted electrons
can escape the dielectric. To escape the dielectric, there must be a potential difference
between the conductor and the dielectric large enough to draw reemitted electrons from the
dielectric to the conductor.
The minumum potential over the dielectric which will yield more secondary electrons
than primary electrons is 27. For snapover, the electric field in the y-direction must be
greater then the electric field in the z-direction just over the dielectric. Figure 5.2 shows
the magnitude of Ez is nearly 25 above the dielectric. For electrons to escape the dielectric,
E, must move the electrons at least two units in the y-direction for every one unit the
electron travels in the z-direction. Ey must be 50, and therefore V,,t must be 77, before
snapover can occur. Figure 4.2 shows that for the discharged cases, the jump in current
increase occurs between V,,t = 50 and V,,t = 100 just as predicted.
These findings support the theory presented in reference [8]. At steady state, there
must be an electron balance over the dielectric. This balance can be achieved in two
ways. Either very few electrons strike or leave the dielectric, or equal numbers of electrons
strike or leave the dielectric. The first case is found in systems that have not undergone
snapover. The dielectric sits at a slightly negative potential, thus repelling most electrons.
The second case is found in systems that have undergone snapover. The dielectric sits at a
high potential. Electrons injected from the boundaries which strike the dielectric liberate
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Figure 5.2: Initial electric field in z-direction for Vezt = 27.
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even greater numbers of secondary electrons, but most of these electrons fall back on the
dielectric. The number of electrons permitted to escape the dielectric equals the number of
electrons injected from the boundaries which strike the dielectric.
In systems that have not undergone snapover, only the conductor acts to collect current.
In systems that have undergone snapover, both the conductor and the dielectrics act to
collect current. However, this current can only pass through the conductor. Electrons
which strike the dielectrics are passed on to the conductor via secondary emission. Thus, the
anomalously high current collected at the conductor in systems with snapover. In the test
cases, the area of the conductor was four and the area of the dielectrics exhibiting marked
secondary emission ranged from four to eight. Therefore, the cases exhibiting snapover
should have two to three times more current than similar cases not exhibiting snapover.
The results of the runs show the cases exhibiting snapover collect approximately twice as
much current. The collected current for the cases exhibiting snapover may be limited by the
number of electrons injected, but the simulations agree very well with prediction. However,
this argument neglects the presence of a magnetic field and the possibility that electrons
can escape the system in ways other than exiting through the conductor.
5.3 Snapover and the Magnetic Field
5.3.1 Magnetic field strength
When discussing the effect of magnetic field strength upon the system, it is easiest
to discuss two aspects of the magnetic field and treat them separately. First is the field
strength. Second is the field direction. Increasing the magnetic field strength makes it
harder for particles to cross the field lines. Microscopically, this is seen as a shortening of
the particle gyroradius.
For charged starts, high energy electrons accumulate in the potential well in front of
the dielectric. Snapover is started when these electrons leak out, strike the dielectric, and
cause secondary emission. When B is normal to the right hand side, the magnetic field acts
as a channel: allowing particles to flow left or right, but restricting flow up or down.
Figures 4.6, 4.11, and 4.15 show cone like structures in the electron density. Electrons
enter from all regions, but are drawn in a cone towards the conductor. Increasing the
magnetic field restricts the motion of the electrons towards the centerline of the system as
shown in figure 4.12. Electrons are forced to stay in areas of low potential. Less electrons
are accelerated to high energy. Less electrons reach the potential hump in front of the
dielectric. And, less electrons leak through the hump causing secondary emission from the
dielectric. With a strong magnetic field it takes higher conductor bias's to bring electrons
across the field lines to areas of higher energy. Thus, increasing the magnetic field strength
suppresses snapover in the charged starts.
For discharged starts, the system begins with high energy electrons striking the di-
electric. If Vezt is beyond the first unity crossing, secondary emission begins immediately.
Snapover depends on the ease with which reemitted electrons can escape the dielectric and
exit through the conductor. The electrons must cross the field lines and move up or down.
When B is stronger, the electron gyroradius shrinks.
Electron velocity data show that v± ranges from 1 to 10, with the majority of particles
having v1 below 3. This is because v1 is given initially by the thermal velocity which is
one. The formula for the
mv = (5.1)
eB
particle gyroradius is given in equation (5.1). When B = 0.1, most electrons near the
dielectric have a gyroradius of 20 grid cells. Electrons over any part of the dielectric can
move to the conductor without restriction as the electric field so dictates. When B = 1.0,
most of the electrons near the dielectric have a gyroradius of 2 grid cells. Electrons over the
outer thirds of the dielectrics cannot reach the conductor because they will fall back onto
the dielectric within two gyroradii. In order to have snapover, the majority of the secondary
emission required must come from the inner two thirds of the dielectrics because only here
can most of the electrons escape to the conductor. This higher level of secondary emission
requires higher levels for V,,t. Thus, snapover disappears at higher Vezt when B = 1.0 than
for B = 0.1.
One would also expect the levels of collected current to be lower for cases with a high
magnetic field strength. Electrons near the upper and lower edges of the system would
be constrained to stay in those regions. These electrons would miss the conductor and
dielectrics and thus not show up in the collected current in both cases with and without
snapover. When t = 0, the collected current is slightly higher when B = 1.0. However, the
levels for the second set of cases are near the levels of the first set of cases and easily fall
within the error bars of the first set. To the accuracy of the results, the collected current
levels are the same for both cases. When ik = 90, the collected current is much lower
when B = 1.0. The results for tk = 0 indicate the current reduction is more related to the
magnetic field orientation than the field strength.
5.3.2 Magnetic field orientation
The effects of the direction of the magnetic field can be seen in the current collected
and the Vet at which snapover occurs for the charged starts. The predominant motion of
particles in the system is from left to right. When A is normal to the y-z plane, electrons
are free to move from left to right and the movement of electrons to the right boundary
is unimpaired. When B is parallel to the y-z plane, electron motion along the z-axis is
converted to electron motion along the y-axis. Thus, electron motion to the right boundary
is hindered.
In the simulations, this decrease in collected current was only seen in the cases for which
i = 90 and B = 1.0. Away from the right boundary, v. for most of the electrons is between
1.5 and 2 grid cells per unit time. When B = 0.1, equation 5.1 states the gyroradii of these
electrons is between 15 and 20 grid cells. The circular motion for these electrons can cover
30 to 40 grid cells in the x-direction. Therefore, electron motion to the right boundary is
unaffected by magnetic fields of magnitude 0.1. When B = 1.0, the diameter for the circular
motion of the electrons is only 3 to 4 grid cells. This diameter is short enough to impair
electron movement to the right boundary and the collected currents are several times less
than the collected current when B = 0.1.
In the charged starts, snapover is initiated when a sufficient number of high energy
electrons cross a potential boundary and impact on the dielectric causing secondary electron
emission. When E and B are in different directions, the particles gain an extra fEx f velocity
component. Thus, for the same Vezt, particles have a greater vj when B is oriented parallel
to the plane of the conductor and dielectrics. With a higher vj the electrons have a larger
gyroradius and greater numbers of high energy electrons will cross the potential barrier and
cause secondary emission from the dielectrics. Thus, snapover in the charged starts will
occur at lower Vezt's when the magnetic field is oriented at b = 90.
5.4 Summary
In summary, snapover is not a reversible process. What was thought of as time de-
pendent behavior is actually path dependent behavior. The two points of snapover are
different. One marks the appearance of snapover while the other marks the disappearance
of snapover. Both of these effects are functions of the surface charge of the dielectric and
this is why snapover is history dependent.
The appearance of snapover results from the surface charge on the dielectric going from
a large value to a small value, while the disappearance of snapover results from the surface
charge on the dielectric going from a small value to a large value. The process of losing
surface charge from the dielectric requires high energy electrons to leak through a potential
barrier and initiate secondary emission. The process of gaining surface charge requires the
dielectric to recapture the secondary electrons emitted by primary electrons.
The mechanism for secondary electron escape can be combined With knowledge of the
material properties of the dielectric to predict the voltage where snapover disappears. Above
the dielectric, the electric field in the y-direction must be strong enough to pull the electron
to the conductor before the electric field in the z-direction pulls the electron back on to
the dielectric. By measuring the electric field in the z-direction over the dielectric one can
determine the difference in potential required between the conductor and the dielectric for
electrons to escape the dielectric. This potential is then added to the first unity potential
to obtain a first estimate of the V,,t where snapover disappears.
Finally, magnetic field effects are discussed. Increasing the magnetic field suppresses
the mechanisms for snapover. The appearance of snapover requires high energy electrons.
A strong magnetic field prevents electrons from crossing field lines to reach areas of high
energy. The reduced number of high energy electrons lowers the probability of snapover.
Therefore, snapover is delayed until V,.t reaches higher levels.
The disappearance of snapover occurs when electrons are unable to escape from the
dielectric after being reemitted. Increasing the magnetic field strength shortens the gyro-
radius of the electrons. Electrons over the dielectric move in smaller circles, and a shorter
radius will cause most of the electrons to fall back on the dielectric. More secondary emis-
sion is required to achieve the same escape level. Therefore, snapover disappears at higher
levels of Vezt.
When the orientation of the magnetic field is parallel to the plane of the conductor
and dielectrics, the collected current decreases, and the appearance of snapover occurs at a
lower VEt. Charged particles moving in the presence of a magnetic field orbit the field lines
at their gyroradius. When the magnetic field is weak, the gyroradius is large enough for
the electrons to reach the conductor. When the field is strong, the larmor radius decreases
allowing only electrons with very high energies to reach the conductor. Thus, the collected
current is reduced.
When the magnetic field is perpendicular to the electric field, the particles have a greater
v1 and thus a greater gyroradius. With ik = 0, V,.t must be higher in order to give the
electrons the same gyroradius they have when 4 = 90. The appearance of snapover depends
upon the presence of high energy electrons. With 4' = 90, sufficient numbers of high energy
electrons can cross the magnetic field lines at lower Vet's. Thus, snapover appears earlier.
Appendix A
REPDW Program Parameters
Run Time Parameters
NSMAX Maximum number of species. The number of species (NSP) must be less than
or equal to this.
NGMAX Maximum number of grid cells (one less than the maximum number of grid
points)per side of the domain. This must be a power of 2.
NDMAX Maximum number of spatial dimensions. This cannot be larger than two. The
number of dimensions (ND) must be less than or equal to this.
NVMAX Maximum number of velocity components. This may be 1, 2, or 3. This must
be greater than or equal to the number of dimensions (ND).
NPMAX Maximum number of particles per species. Each species is alloted this amount
of storage space.
HYMAX One less than the maximum number of points which can plotted on a history
graph. The greater the resolution of your plotter, the greater this number can be.
QMAX Maximum number of points for solution of the 2D Poisson solver. The 2D poisson
solver converts the 2D domain arrays into 1D arrays.
Domain Parameters
LENGTH Length of the system.
AREA Area of the ends of the system. This determines the width of the domain.
NSP Number of species. This must be less than or equal to NSMAX.
ND Number of dimensions. This must be less than or equal to 2.
NPART The number of particles of each species placed into the system initially. The
places NPART particles of each species once for each open boundary in the system. If
NPART = 1000, this means the program will start with 1000 particles of each species
if ND = 1, and 3000 particles of each species if ND = 2.
EPSO Dielectric constant of the system.
EPSC Dielectric constant of the conductor.
EPSD Dielectric constant of the dielectric.
NV Number of velocity components.
B Magnetic field strength (set to 0 if NV = 1).
PSI Angle between the magnetic field and the x-y plane in degrees (ignored if NV i 3, and
assumed to be 90 if NV = 2).
NSP Number of species.
NG Number of grid cells.
XCON Length of the conductor on the right boundary in grid cells.
XDIE Distance from the top of the upper dielectric to the bottom of the lower dielectric
sections on the right boundary, in. grid cells.
EXTC Capacitance in the external circuit connected to the conductor.
EXTR Resistance in the external circuit connected to the conductor.
EXTL Inductance in the external circuit connected to the conductor.
EXTCD Capacitance in the external circuit connected to the dielectric. The resistance
and inductance in the dielectric circuit are the same as those in the conductor circuit.
DT Time step increment. Care must be taken to insure Wpdt < 0.2 to guarantee accuracy.
VOLTO Initial voltage on the right hand side over the conductor.
Q0 Initial charge on the right hand side capacitor connected to the conductor. This is
ignored if VOLTO is used.
IO0 Initial current flowing throught the circuit connected to the conductor.
SIGMAO Initial surface charge on the conductor.
RHOBACK Uniform background charge density. RHOBACK and BACKJ are used to
simulate species whose dynamics are insignificant.
BACKJ Uniform background current density going from left to right. RHOBACK and
BACKJ are used to simulate species whose dynamics are insignificant.
DCBIAS Constant potential applied the circuit connected to conductor. The applied
potential function is of the form C1 + C2 sin wo0t.
ACBIAS Amplitude of sinusoidal potential applied to circuit connected to the conductor.
WO Frequency (radians/second) of the applied AC bias.
IDELAY Idelay = 1 means that the dielectric capacitor starts uncharged. Thus the initial
voltage over the dielectric is VOLTO. IDELAY > 10 means that the dielectric capacitor
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starts with enough charge to compensate for VOLTO. Thus the initial voltage over
the dielectric is 0.
SEED Seed for the random number generator used to place the particles at the start of
the program.
SIGNC Normal accomodation coefficient for the dielectric. SIGNC = 1 corresponds to
total absorption.
SIGND Normal accomodation coefficient for the dielectric. SIGND = 1 corresponds to
total absorption.
SIGTC Tangential accomodation coefficient for the conductor. SIGTC = 1 corresponds
to total absorption.
SIGTD Normal accomodation coefficient for the conductor. SIGTD = 1 corresponds to
total absorption.
VX Drift velocity of the system in the x direction.
VY Drift velocity of the system in the y direction.
IFEMIT IFEMIT = 1 means that secondary electron emission is turned on. IFEMIT =
0 means that secondary electron emission is turned off.
DMAX The maximum secondary emission per incoming electron.
EMAX The energy at which maximum secondary emission occurs.
VEMIT The thermal velocity of the secondary electrons.
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Species Parameters
QM Charge to mass ratio of the species.
JOL, JOR, JOT, JOB Injected current densities from the left, right, top, and bottom
of the system.
VOL, VOR, VOT, VOB Velocities of the center of the Maxwellian distributions injected
from the left, right, top, and bottom of the system.
VYL, VYR, VYT, VYB Drift velocities in the y direction of the Maxwellian distribu-
tions injected from the left, right, top, and bottom of the system.
VZL, VZR, VZT, VZB Drift velocities in the z direction of the Maxwellian distributions
injected from the left, right, top, and bottom of the system.
VCL, VCR, VCT, VCB Low speed cutoff velocities for the Maxwellian distributions
injected from the left, right, top, and bottom of the system.
VTL, VTR, VTT, VTB Thermal velocities of the Maxwellian distributions injected from
the left, right, top, and bottom of the system.
FLUXL, FLUXR, FLUXT, FLUXB Number of particles to be injected per unit time
from the left, right, top, and bottom of the system.
EMPTY Flag for wither the system is initially devoid or loaded with the injected distri-
bution.
INJECT Flag for whether or not the species is actually injected or not.
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Program Control Paramters
NT Number of timesteps that program is run.
IPLOT Timesteps between output of diagnostic plots.
IOUT Timesteps between updates of program progress.
ISAV Timesteps between points on history plots.
IHIST Number of points on history plots.
IPACK Timesteps between repacking of particle arrays. This number is adjusted to opti-
mize the runtime of the program.
Most of the parameter descriptions are taken from reference [16].
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Appendix B
Sample Input File for REPDW
The following is a sample input file for REPDW. REPDW reads this file from port 2.
This input file runs the standard case with the following variations:
1. B = 1. (the strong magnetic field case),
2. / = 90 (the magnetic field is perpendicular to the z-y plane),
3. The initial voltage on the conductor is 40, and
4. The capacitors connected to the dielectrics begin uncharged.
$input length= 32., area= 128.,
nsp= 2, nd= 2, npart=1000,
xcon= 4., xdie= 16.,
dt= 0.02, nt= 2000, ng= 32,
epsO= 20., epscf 20., epsd= 40.,
b= 1., psi= 90., extcd = 32.,
nv= 3, extr- 0., extl= 0.,
extc= 1.e+20, qO= 0.0000000E+00, iO 0.,
voltO= 40., rhoback- 0.0000000E+00,
backj= 0.0000000E+00, dcbias= 40., idelay= 1,
acbias= 0., wO= 1.57E-1, iplot= 2000,
iout= 10, isav= 4, ihist= 500, ipack= 1, Send
$spec qm=-1.0OOOOOOOE+00, j01=-250.,
jOr= 0.0000000E+00, jOb= -75., jOt= -75.,
vOl= 0., vOr= O.O0000000E+00, vOb= 0.0000000E+00,
vOt= 0., vcl= 0., vcr= 0.00000000E+00,
vcb= 0., vct= 0., vtl= 1.,
vtr= 1., vtb= 1., vtt= 1.,
vyl= 0.0000000E+00, vyr= 0.0000000E+00, vyb= 0.0000000E+00,
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vyt= O.O0000000E+00, vzl= 0., vzr= 0., vzb= 0., vzt= 0.,
fluxl= 250., fluxr= 0.OOOOOO0000000E+00,
fluxb= 75., fluxt= 75.,
empty= F, inject= T, $end
$spec qm= 1.00000000E-02, j01= 40.,
jOr= 0.0000000E+00, jOb=16., jOt= 16.,
vOl 0., vOr= 0.0000000E+00, vOb= 0.00000000E+00,
vOt= 0., vcl= 0., vcr= 0.00000000E+00,
vcb= 0., vct= 0., vtl= 0.1,
vtr= .1, vtb= .1, vtt= .1,
vyl= 0.00000000E+00, vyr= 0.OOOOO0000000E+00, vyb= 0.00000000E+00,
vyt= 0.0000000E+00, vzl= 0., vzr= 0., vzb= 0., vzt= 0.,
flux1= 40., fluxr= 0.OOOOO0000000E+00,
fluxb- 16., fluxt= 16.,
empty= F, inject= T, $end
$random seed= 69070, $end
$recomb signc= 1.0000000E+00, signd= 1.0000000E+00,
sigtc= 1.00000000E+00, sigtd= 1.0000000E+00, vx = 0.2 $end
$prop ifemit = 1, dmax = 2.4 , emax = 250., vemit = 1., $end
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Appendix C
REPDW Fortran Code
The following is the fortran code for REPDW. The parameters and main common blocks
are kept in separate files and inserted as INCLUDE statements in the code. Output comes
in columns of data points which are graphed with separate files. The format of the output
is explained in the code.
Program Parameters
c compile time parameters
c
parameter (nsmax-3, nsmaxi=nsmax+i)
c maximum number of species
parameter (ngmax-64, ngmaxi-ngmax+1)
c maximum number of grid cells
parameter (ndmax=2)
c maximum number of spatial dimensions
parameter (nvmax=3)
c maximum number of velocity dimensions
parameter (npmax=20000, maxlen=npmax*nsmax)
c maximum number of particles per species
parameter (hymax=500, hymaxl=hymax+1, pltmax=hymaxl+ngmaxl)
c maximum number of points to be plotted on a history graph
parameter (qmax=ngmaxi*ngmaxi-2)
c maximum number of points for poisson solver
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Program Common Blocks
c run time parameters
c
real*8 length, iO, j0(4,nsmax), m(nsmax)
logical inject(nsmax), empty(namax)
common /param/ ng, nt, dx, dt, nv, nd, nloc(nsmaxi),
# length, area, eps0, epsd, epsc, b, psi, nsp, rhoback,
# backj, extr, extl, extc, extcd, dcbias, acbias, wO,
# idelay, voltO, qO, iO, qm(nsmax), q(nsmax), m, jO,
# vO(4,nsmax), vdy(4,nsmax), vdz(4,nsmax), vt(4,nsmax),
# vc(4,nsmax), enter(4,nsmax), inject, empty, jot, jit,
# jib, job
History Parameters
c plot frequency, tally, and history variables
c
dimension hextq(hymaxl), hexti(hymaxi), hlnese(hymaxi)
common /hist/ iplot, iout, isav, ihist, ipack,
# mplot, mout, msav, mhist, mpack,
# hextq, hexti, hlnese
REPDW
program repdw
c******************************************************************
c* pdw2 -- a two-dimensional (with up to three velocity *
c* dimensions) non-periodic particle simulation code. taken *
c* explicitly into account is the presence of an external *
c* circuit connected between the ends of the simulation region.*
c* pdw2 is an expansion of pdwl which was produced in the *
c* spring of 1983 as part of a plasma diode workshop at the *
c* electrical engineering department of the university of *
c* california at berkeley. *
c compile time parameters
c
c parameter(nsmax=3, nsmaxl=nsmax+1)
c maximum number of species
c parameter(ngmax=64, ngmaxl=ngmax+l)
c maximum number of grid cells
c parameter(ndmax=2)
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c maximum number of spatial dimensions
c parameter(nvmax=3)
c maximum number of velocity dimensions
c parameter(npmax=32000, maxlen=npmax*nsmax)
c maximum number of particles per species
c parameter(hymax=500, hymaxi=hymax+l, pltmax=hymaxl+ngmaxl)
c maximum number of points to be plotted on a history graph
c parameter(qmax=ngmaxl*ngmaxi-2)
c maximum number of points for poisson solver
c run time parameters
c
c common block param
c real*8 length, iO, j0(4,nsmax), m(nsmax)
c logical inject(nsmax), empty(nsmax)
c common /param/ ng, nt, dx, dt, nv, nd, nloc(nsmaxi),
c # length, area, epsO, epsd, epsc, b, psi, nsp, rhoback,
c # backj, extr, extl, extc, dcbias, acbias, wO, voltO,
c # qO, iO, qm(nsmax), q(nsmax), m, jO, vO(4,nsmax),
c # vdy(4,nsmax), vdz(4,nsmax), vt(4,nsmax), vc(4,nsmax),
c # enter(4,nsmax), inject, empty, jot, jit, jib, job
c
c plot frequency, tally, and history variables
c dimension hextq(hymaxl), hexti(hymaxi), hlnese(hymaxl)
c common /hist/ iplot, iout, isav, ihist, ipack,
c # mplot, mout, msav, mhist, mpack,
c # hextq, hexti, hlnese
c
c**** begin main program ****
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include 'maxpar'
include 'param'
common /cos2/ twocos(ngmax)
C
dimension x(maxlen,ndmax), v(nvmax,maxlen), np(nsmax)
dimension srho(ngmaxl,ngmaxl,nsmax), rho(ngmaxl,ngmaxl)
dimension e(ngmaxl ,ngmaxl,ndmax), phi(ngmaxl,ngmaxl)
dimension sigmax(ngmaxl)
C
it = 0
c initialize timestep counter
c
call start(x,v,np,sigmax,extq,exti)
c read input file, and initialize parameters and variables
c
call tcos(ng)
c initialize twocos for poisson solver
c
call fields(x,v,np,sigmax,extq,exti,arho,rho,e,phi,it)
c compute electric field and potential
c
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call output(x,v,np,srho,rho,e,phi,extq,exti,it,sigmax)
c output any and all diagnostics
c
c* begin timestep loop
C
11 continue
call move(x,v,np,e)
c advance the particles one timestep
c
c obtain the potential over the conductor for the circuit
c equations
if (nd.eq.1) then
phir-phi (ng+1,1)
else
ncond - (jib+jit)/2
phir-phi(ng+ i, ncond)
end if
call circuit(extq,exti,phir,it)
c advance circuit one timestep
c
it - it + 1
c increment timestep counter
c
call adjust(x,v,np,sigmax,e,it,phir)
c adjust particles for assorted sources and boundary conditions
c
if (it.eq.1) close(unit-2)
c
call fields(x,v,np,sigmax,extq,exti, rho,rho,e,phi,it)
c compute electric field and potential
c
call output(x,v,np,srho,rho,e,phi,extq,exti,it,sigmax)
c output any and all diagnostics
c
if(it.lt.nt)goto 11
c check for end of run
c
stop
end
c
subroutine tcos(ng)
c The two-dimensional poisson solver uses an array of cosine values
c in it's computations. Instead of making calls to the math routine
c cosine functions every time, this subroutine quickly calculates the
c cosine values needed. This routine should only be called once,
c since the values in TWOCOS are never altered.
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include 'maxpar'
common /cos2/ twocos(ngmax)
n=ng
TWOCOS (N/2) =0.
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LO-N/2
1 L=LO/2
TWOCOS (L)=DSQRT (2. +TWOCOS (LO))
LO-L
2 TWOCOS(N-L) =-TWOCOS(L)
L-L+2*LO
IF((2*L/N)*(2*LO-3)) 4,3,1
3 TWOCOS(L)=(TWOCOS(L+LO)+TWOCOS (L-L))/TWOCOS(LO)
GO TO 2
4 return
end
c
subroutine start(x,v,np,sigmax,extq,exti)
c
c* subroutine to read in input file, *
c* set defaults, and initialize *
C
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include 'maxpar'
include 'param'
include 'hist'
C
dimension x(maxlen,ndmax), v(nvmax,maxlen), np(nsmax)
dimension sigmax(ngmaxl)
namelist /input/ nsp, ng, nt, dt, nv, nd,
# length, area, epsO, b, psi, rhoback, backj,
# extr, extl, extc, dcbias, acbias, wO, idelay,
# qO, iO, volt0, xcon, xdie, eped, epsc, extcd,
# iplot, iout, isav, ihist, ipack, npart
data length, area, epsO, b, psi / I., 1., 1., 0., 0. /
data nsp, ng, nt, dt, nv, nd
# / nsmax, ngmax, hymax, 0., nvmax, ndmax /
data extr, extl, extc, qO, iO, voltO
# / 0., 0., 1.d+20, 0., 0., 0. /
data rhoback, backj / 0., 0. /
data dcbias, acbias, wO / 0., 0., 0. /
data iplot, iout, isav, ihist, ipack
# / 0, 0, 0, hymax, 10 /
c
c* set default for nloc (borders between species)
c
nloc(1l) - 0
do 51 i=1,nsp
51 nloc(i+l) = i*npmax
c
read(2,input)
c read in input parameters which are independent of species
c
c* check for errors in input parameters
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if(nd.gt.ndmax) then
write(3,100)
write(59,100)
100 format(Ix,'START: nd greater than default')
stop
endif
if(nsp.gt.nsmax) then
write(3,101)
write (59,101)
101 format(lx,'START:
stop
endif
if(ng.gt.ngmax) then
write(3,102)
write(59,102)
102 format(lx,'START:
stop
endif
if(nv.gt.nvmax) then
write(3,103)
write(59,103)
103 format(lx,'START:
stop
endif
asp greater than default')
ng greater than default')
nv greater than default')
if(nd.gt.nv) then
write(3,95)
write (59,95)
95 format(lx,'START: nd greater than nv')
stop
endif
if(ihist.gt.hymax) then
write(3,104)
write(59,104)
104 format(Ix,'START: ihist greater than maximum')
stop
endif
if(nv.eq.1.and.b.ne.0.) then
write (3,105)
write(59,105)
105 format(lx,'START: nv=l so b is ignored')
endif
if(nv.ne.3.and.psi.ne.0.) then
write(3,106)
write(59,106)
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106 format(ix,'START: psi is ignored unless nv-3')
endif
C
c* compute dx and dt (if it was not input)
c
dx - length/ng
if(dt.eq.O.) dt - dx
c
c* write parameters tp output files
c
write(3,input)
write(100,input)
C
psi - psi*3.141592654/180.
c convert psi from degrees to radians
if (xdie.gt.length) xdie - length
if (xcon.gt.xdie) xcon - .9*xdie
jot-ng/2+xdie/length*ng/2+1
job-ng/2-xdie/length*ng/2+1
jit=ng/2+xcon/length*ng/2+1
jib-ng/2-xcon/length*ng/2+1
c calculate bounds on conductor and dielectric
c
c* initialize external circuit
c* (this initial value for sigmax will change in fields)
c
do i-1,ngmaxl
sigmax(i) - qO/area
end do
c set end plate charge correction factor
c
c* begin loop to read in species dependent parameters
c
do 52 isp=l,nsp
call species(qm,jO,vO,vdy,vdz,vc,vt,enter,empty,inject,isp)
C
c* check for errors in input parameters
c
do 53 k-1,4
if(vt(k,isp).eq.0..and.vO(k,isp).le.0.
# .and.enter(k,isp).ne.0.) then
write (3,107) isp
write (59,107) isp
107 format(Ix,'START: cold beam with backward velocity, species',# i2)
stop
endif
53 continue
c
c* compute particle charge, and ensure consistency between
c* currents and fluxes
c
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if(enter(1,isp).ne.0.) then
q(isp) = j0(1,isp)/enter(1,isp)
if(q(isp).ne.0.) enter(2,isp) = -jO(2,isp)/q(isp)
else
if(enter(2,isp).ne.0.) then
q(isp) = -j0(2,isp)/enter(2,isp)
if(q(isp).ne.0.) enter(i,isp) = j0(1,isp)/q(isp)
else
write(3,108)isp
write(59,108)isp
108 format(1x,'START: bad current/flux parameters',i2)
stop
endif
endif
c
c* compute particle mass
c
if(qm(isp).ne.0.) then
m(isp) = q(isp)/qm(isp)
else
if(q(isp).eq.0.) then
m(isp) = 1.d-40
else
write(3,109)isp
write(59,109)isp
format(Ix,'START: q/m-O and q non-zero for species',i2)
stop
endif
endif
renormalize all velocities
vO(1,isp) = vO(l,isp)*dt/dx
v0(2,isp) = vO(2,isp)*dt/dx
vO(3,isp) = vO(3,isp)*dt/dx
vO(4,isp) = vO(4,isp)*dt/dx
vdy(1,isp) = vdy(l,isp)*dt/dx
vdy(2,isp) = vdy(2,isp)*dt/dx
vdy(3,isp) = vdy(3,isp)*dt/dx
vdy(4,isp) = vdy(4,isp)*dt/dx
vdz(1,isp) = vdz(l,isp)*dt/dx
vdz(2,isp) = vdz(2,isp)*dt/dx
vdz(3,isp) = vdz(3,isp)*dt/dx
vdz(4,isp) = vdz(4,isp)*dt/dx
vc(1,isp) = vc(l,isp)*dt/dx
vc(2,isp) = vc(2,isp)*dt/dx
vc(3,isp) = vc(3,isp)*dt/dx
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vc(4,isp) = vc(4,isp)*dt/dx
vt(1,isp) = vt(1,isp)*dt/dx
vt(2,isp) = vt(2,isp)*dt/dx
vt(3,isp) - vt(3,isp)*dt/dx
vt(4,isp) - vt(4,isp)*dt/dx
c
c* set enter to number of incoming particles per timestep
c
enter(l,isp) - enter(1,isp)*dt
enter(2,isp) - enter(2,isp)*dt
enter(3,isp) = enter(3,isp)*dt
enter(4,isp) = enter(4,isp)*dt
52 continue
C
call load(x,v,np,npart)
c load initial particles
c
return
end
c
c
subroutine species(xqm,xjO,xvO,xvdy,xvdz,xvc,xvt,xenter,
# xempty,xinject,isp)
c
c* read in species dependent input parameters, output them *
c* to the output file, and return them to start *
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include 'maxpar'
c
dimension xqm(nsmax), xjO(4,nsmax), xvO(4,nsmax), xenter(4,nsmax)
dimension xvc(4,nsmax), xvt(4,nsmax)
dimension xvdy(4,nsmax), xvdz(4,nsmax)
c
real*8 j01, jOr, jOt, jOb
logical xempty(nsmax), empty, xinject(nsmax), inject
namelist /spec/ qm, jOl, jOr, jOt, jOb, vOl, vOr, vOt, vOb,
# vcl, vcr, vct, vcb, vtl, vtr, vtt, vtb, vyl, vyr, vyt, vyb,
# vzl, vzr, vzt, vzb, fluxl, fluxr, fluxt, fluxb, empty, inject
c
c* set defaults for input parameters
c
qm = -1.
jOl - 0.
jOr = 0.
jot = 0.
jOb = 0.
vOl = 0.
vOr = 0.
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vOt = 0.
vOb - 0.
vyl - 0.
vyr - 0.
vyt - 0.
vyb - 0.
vzl1 0.
vzr - 0.
vzt - 0.
vzb - 0.
vcl - 0.
vcr - 0.
vct = 0.
vcb - 0.
vtl - 0.
vtr - 0.
vtt - 0.
vtb - 0.
fluxl - 0.
fluxr - 0.
fluxt - 0.
fluxb - 0.
empty - .true.
inject - .true.
read in parameters
read(2, spec)
write input parameters to output files
write (3, 101)isp
write(100, 101) isp
101 format(/ix,'species',i2)
write(3, spec)
write(100, spec)
write input parameters to plot file
c* assign input parameters to arguements
xqm(isp) - qm
xjO(1,isp) = dsign(jOl,qm)
xjO(2,isp) = -dsign(jOr,qm)
xjO(3,isp) = daign(jOb,qm)
xj0(4,isp) = -dsign(jOt,qm)
xv0(l,isp) = v01
xvO(2,isp) - vOr
xvO(3,isp) - vOb
xvO(4,isp) - vOt
xvdy(l,isp) = vyl
xvdy(2,isp) = vyr
xvdy(3,isp) = vyb
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xvdy(4,isp) = vyt
xvdz(l,isp) = vzl
xvdz(2,isp) = vzr
xvdz(3,isp) = vzb
xvdz(4,isp) = vzt
xvc(1,isp) = dabs(vcl)
xvc(2,isp) = -dabs(vcr)
xvc(3,isp) = dabs(vcb)
xvc(4,isp) = -dabs(vct)
xvt(1,isp) = dabs(vtl)
xvt(2,isp) = dabs(vtr)
xvt(3,isp) - dabs(vtb)
xvt(4,isp) = dabs(vtt)
xenter(1,isp) - dabs(fluxl)
xenter(2,isp) - dabs(fluxr)
xenter(3,isp) = dabs(fluxb)
xenter(4,isp) = dabs(fluxt)
xempty(isp) = empty
xinject(isp) = inject
return
end
subroutine load(x,v,np,npart)
c* subroutine to load initial particle distribution *
c**********************************************************
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include 'maxpar'
include 'param'
c
integer seed
dimension x(maxlen,ndmax), v(nvmax,maxlen), np(nsmax)
dimension index(1024), vel(1024)
data seed/9999/
namelist /random/ seed
read(2,seed)
c
c* set up array of bit-reversed indices
do 51 i=1,1024
index(i) = 1024.*revers(i - 1,2) + 1
revers(num,n) reverses the order of the base n representation
of te number num, yielding a fraction between 0 and i
51 continue
c* load one species and one direction at a time
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particles for each direction
do 53 isp =
np(isp) - 0
if(empty(isp
do 57 k-1,4
if(enter(k, i
if(vt(k,isp)
loader for a
xpnew-dfloat
npnew - npar
if(npnew.eq.
if(np(isp) +
write(59,
write(3,1
101 format(1x
stop
endif
do 54 j-1,nF
if (k.le.2)
x(j+nloc (i
x(j+nloc(i
if (nd.eq.
else
x(j+nloc (i
x(j+nloc(i
end if
)).eq.0.) goto 57
,e.O.) goto 11
old beam
1part)
goto 57
:pnew.gt.npmax) then
1) isp
)isp
LOAD: too many particles for species',i2)
len
))+np(isp),1) = (j - .6 + .2*ran(seed))*ng/xpnew
))+np(isp),2) = 0.5
x(j+nloc(isp)+np(isp),2) = ran(seed)*ng
>)+np(isp),2) = (j - .6 + .2*ran(seed))*ng/xpnew
))+np(isp), 1) - ran(seed)*ng
add son random noise to prevent too quiet a start
v(1,j+nloc(i
if(nv.ge.2)
if(nv.eq.3)
54 continue
np(isp) = n
,)+np(isp)) = vO(k,isp)
2,j+nloc(isp)+np(isp)) = vdy(k,isp)
3,j+nloc(isp)+np(isp)) = vdz(k,isp)
.sp) + npnew
goto 57
11 continue
c* loader for c ;-off maxwellian distribution
iv - 0
integrate di
function (fx
;ribution function and velocity times distribution
1 vi to v2) using simpson's rule to normalize them
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nsp
goto 53
c* placing NPA
if ((k.eq.1) .or. (k.eq.3)) then
ksign = 1
vi = dmaxl(vc(k,isp),vO(k,isp) - 6.*vt(k,isp))
v2 - dmaxl(vO(k,isp) + 6.*vt(k,isp),v1 + 3.*vt(k,isp))
else
ksign - -1
vl = dmini(vc(k,isp),vO(k,isp) + 6.*vt(k,isp))
v2 - dminl(vO(k,isp) - 6.*vt(k,isp),vi - 3.*vt(k,isp))
endif
C
ddv - (v2 - vl)/2048.
vv - vi
sf - fdist(vw,k,isp)/2.
sf -= w*sf
C
do 55 i=1,1024
vv = vv + ddv
df - fdist(vv,k,isp)
sf - sf + df + df
svf - svf + vv*(df + df)
vv - vv + ddv
df - fdist(vv,k,isp)
sf - sf + df
svf - svf + vv*df
55 continue
C
df - fdist(v2,k,isp)/2.
sf - sf - df
svf - svf - v2*df
sf - (sf + sf)*dabs(ddv)/3.
svf - (svf + svf)*ddv/3.
ubar - svf/sf
c
c* integrate again, varying the stepsize to aim for the
c* values of the integral at which particle velocities
c* are desired
c
sumf = 0.
ii = 1
vv - vi
ds = sf/1024.
as = ds/2.
C
12 continue
C
ff = fdist(vw,k,isp)
ddv = ksign*vt(k,isp)/128.
if(ff.ne.0.) ddv = ksign*dmini(dabs(ddv),.45*ds/ff)
C
13 continue
c
df = dabs(ddv)*(fdist(vv,k,isp) + 4*fdist(vv + ddv,k,isp) +
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# fdist(vv + ddv + ddv,k,isp))/3.
if(df.ge.ds) then
ddv = ddv/2.
goto 13
endif
C
vv = vv + ddv + ddv
sumf = sumf + df
if(sumf.lt.ss) goto 12
c
c* when a desired velocity has been passed, interpolate to
c* find it, and start looking for the next velocity
c
vel(ii) = vv - (sumf - ss)*ddv/df
ii = ii + 1
as = os + ds
if(ii.le.1024) goto 12
c
c* compute the number of particles to be loaded, and load the
c* 1024 velocities uniformly in space in bit-reversed order
c
xpnew-dfloat (npart)
npnew - npart
if(np(isp) + npnew.gt.npmax) then
write(59,102)isp
write (3,102) isp
102 format(ix,'LOAD: too many particles for species',i2)
stop
endif
c
ddx = float(ng)/xpnew
xx = -ddx/2.
c
idimxl=
idimy=2
if (k.gt.2) idimx=2
if (k.gt.2) idimy=l
do 56 i=1,npnew
j = index(mod(i-1,1024) + 1)
xx - xx + ddx
x(i+nloc(isp)+np(isp),idimx) = xx
x(i+nloc(isp)+np(isp),idimy) = 0.5
if(nd.eq.2) x(i+nloc(isp)+np(isp),idimy) = ran(seed)*ng
v(1,i+nloc(isp)+np(isp)) = vel(j)
C
if(nv.ge.2) then
c
c* load vy in 3-reversed order
c
iv = iv + 1
p = revers(iv,3)
v(2,i+nloc(isp)+np(isp)) = vdy(k,isp) + vt(k,isp)*gausin(p)
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gausin computes the inverse of the cumulative normal
distribution function
endif
if(nv.eq.3) then
c* load vz in 5-reversed order
c
p = revers(iv,5)
v(3,i+nloc(isp)+np(isp)) = vdz(k,isp) + vt(k,isp)*gausin(p)
endif
56 continue
np(isp) - np(isp) + npnew
57 continue
53 continue
return
end
function fdist (vv, k, isp)
c* emitted distribution function(s) *
c* (need not be normalized) *
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include 'maxpar'
include 'param'
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u M (vv - vO(k,isp))/vt(k,isp)
fdist = exp(-u*u/2.)
return
end
C
subroutine circuit(extq,exti,phir,it)
c
c* routine to advance the circuit quantities extq and exti *
c* a single timestep when the external inductance is non-zero. *
c* this version is a revised version of the original routine *
c* and was written in june 1986 by william lawson. *
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include 'maxpar'
include 'param'
c
c* if the external inductance is zero, the circuit will be dealt
c* with in fields, so do nothing.
c
if(extl.eq.O.) return
c
c* i if the external capacitance is zero, the circuit is open, so set
c* i all circuit quantities to zero.
c
c if the capacitance is zero, there is no capacitor in the circuit
if(extc.ne.O.) goto 11
c advance circuit half a timestep at the beginning
if (it.eq.O) dt = 0.5*dt
exti = (phir-phis(it))*(1.-dexp(-extr*it*dt/extl))/extr
extq - extq + exti*dt
if (it.eq.O) dt = 2.*dt
c ! extq = 0.
c ! exti = 0.
return
c
c* on the first call, move current only one-half time step, and
c* check to see whether the time step size is within a factor of
c* two of the value at which the homogeneous difference equation
c* for the circuit becomes unstable. if it is, print a warning.
c* note that this is not a definitive test, and is certainly no
c* substitute for careful checking of the accuracy of the circuit
c* routine.
c
11 if(it.ne.0) goto 12
c
gamma = extr*dt/extl
w2 = 4.*dt*dt/(extl*extc)
c
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dt " .5*dt
C
a - (1. - gamma)/(1. + gamma)
b - (1. - .5*w2)/(1. + gamma)
det - b*b - a
C
if(det.le.0.) goto 13
if(dabs(b) + dsqrt(det).le.1.) goto 12
goto 14
C
13 if(dabs(a).le.1.) goto 12
14 write(59,101)
write (3,101)
101 format(Ix,'CIRCUIT: dt may be too large')
C
12 r2 - .5*extr*dt
exti = ((exti - r2)*exti + (phir - phis(it) - extq/extc)*dt)/
# (extl + r2)
C
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if(it.eq.0) dt = 2.*dt
C
extq = extq + exti*dt
C
return
end
c
c
function vnext(k,isp)
c
CS*********tS***** *******l****** * * ******SttSS* $** ***
c* function to give bit-reversed velocities to the injection
c* routine one at a time *
C********* *Si*** ***•**$*********S$+StSSlllll** * * * * ******
C
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include 'maxpar'
include 'param'
c
logical qinit
common /vnext/ vel(1024,4,nsmax), index(1024), iv(4,nsmax),
# svf(4,nsmax), qinit
data iv, qinit / nsmax*O, nsmax*O, nsmax*O, nsmax*O, .true. /
c
if(qinit) then
c
c* set up array of bit-reversed indices
c
do 51 i=1,1024
index(i) - 1024*revers(i-1,2) + 1
51 continue
qinit - .false.
endif
c
if(vt(k,isp).eq.0.) then
c
c* for a cold beam, injection is simple
c
vnext = vO(k,isp)
return
endif
c
if(iv(k,isp).eq.0) then
c
c* integrate velocity times distribution function (using
c* simpson's rule) to normalize it
c
if(k.eq.1.or.k.eq.3) then
vi = dmaxi(vc(k,isp),vO(k,isp) - 6.*vt(k,isp))
v2 = dmaxl(vO(k,isp) + 6.*vt(k,isp),vl + 3.*vt(k,isp))
else
vi = dmin1(vc(k,isp),vO(k,isp) + 6.*vt(k,isp))
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v2 = dminl(v0(k,isp) - 6.*vt(k,isp),vl - 3.*vt(k,isp))
endif
ddv = (v2 - vi)/2048.
VV - vi
svf(k,isp) = vv*fdist(vv,k,isp)/2.
C
do 52 i=1,1023
vv = vv + ddv
df - fdist(vv,k,isp)
svf(k,isp) = svf(k,isp) + vv*(df + df)
v = vv + ddv
df = fdist(vv,k,isp)
svf(k,isp) = svf(k,isp) + vv*df
52 continue
C
df - fdist(v2,k,isp)/2.
svf(k,isp) = (svf(k,isp) + v2*df)*2.*ddv/3.
endif
C
if(mod(iv(k,isp),1024).eq.0) then
c
c* if all the velocities which were saved have been used (or
c* none have been generated yet), generate them by integrating
c
sumvf O0.
ii = 1
if ((k.eq.1) .or. (k.eq.3)) then
ksign - i
vv = dmaxi(vc(k,isp),vO(k,isp) - 6.*vt(k,isp))
else
ksign - -1
vv = dmini(vc(k,isp),vO(k,isp) + 6.*vt(k,isp))
endif
ds = svf(k,isp)/1024.
ss = revers(int(iv(k,isp)/1024.),2)*ds
c
11 continue
c
ddv = ksign*vt(k,isp)/128.
vf = vv*fdist(vv,k,isp)
if(vf.ne.0.) ddv = ksign*dmini(dabs(ddv),.45*ds/dabs(vf))
c vary the integration step to aim for the next
c desired value of the integral
c
12 continue
c
df = ddv*(vf + 4*(vv + ddv)*fdist(vv + ddv,k,isp) +
# (vv + ddv + ddv)*fdist(vv + ddv + ddv,k,isp))/3.
c
if(df.ge.ds) then
c
c* integral increased by too much -- go back with half
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c* the velocity step
c
ddv = ddv/2.
goto 12
endif
C
vv - vv + ddv + ddv
sumvf - sumvf + df
if(sumvf.lt.ss) goto 11
C
vel(ii,k,isp) - vv - (sumvf - ss)*ddv/df
c interpolate to find desired velocity
c
ii = ii + 1
as s= s + ds
if(ii.le.1024) goto 11
C
if(iv(k,isp).eq.0) iv(k,isp) - 1
c skip very first velocity
endif
C
vnext = vel(index(mod(iv(k,isp) ,1024) + 1),k,isp)
iv(k,isp) = iv(k,isp) + I
c keep track of total number of paricles injected
c
return
end
c
subroutine output(x,v,np,srho,rho,e,phi,extq,exti,it,sigmax)
c
c* routine to output diagnostics and save history variables *
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include 'maxpar'
include 'param'
include 'hist'
c
dimension X(maxlen,ndmax), v(nvmax,maxlen), np(nsmax)
dimension srho(ngmaxi,ngmax, nsmax), rho(ngmaxl,ngmaxl)
dimension e(ngmaxi,ngmaxl,ndmax), phi(ngmaxl,ngmaxl)
dimension sigmax(ngmaxl)
logical qplot, qout, qsav
character*80 title
character*1 tit(80)
equivalence (tit,title)
data mplot, mout, msav, mhist / -1, -1, -1, 0 /
c
c* increment tally variables
c
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mplot = mplot + 1
mout = mout + 1
msav - msav + 1
C
c* set logical flags
qplot - (mplot.eq.iplot.or.it.eq.O.or.it.eq.nt) .and.iplot.ne.0
if (it.lt.idelay.and.qplot) then
qplot=.false.
mplot=0
end if
qout = (mout.eq.iout.or.it.eq.0.or.it.eq.nt).and.iout.ne.0
qsav - (msav.eq.isav.or.it.eq.0.or.it.eq.nt).and.isav.ne.0
c
c* output plots
C
if(qplot) then
C
npass=1
if (nd.eq.2) npass-ng+l
do 51 isp-1,nsp
call pltxvx(x,v,np,isp,it)
c plot x-vx plots for each species
c
if(nsp.ne.1) then
c plot charge density for each species independently
open (unit-12,name-'chden.lis', status-'new')
c determine the graph title
title-'species - charge density at timestep '
tit(11)=char(jmod(isp,100)/10+48)
tit(12)=char(jmod(isp,10)+48)
call label(-1,it,dt,title)
c Place the graph title on the output file
write(12,*) title
if (nd.eq.2) then
call graf2(srho(1,1,isp),ng+l,npass,0.,length,12,nd)
else
call graph(srho(1,1,isp),ng+1,0.,length,12,nd)
end if
close (unit-12)
c
endif
c
51 continue
c plot charge density
open (unit=12,name='chden.lis',status-'new')
c determine the graph title
title-'total charge density at timestep =
call label(-1,it,dt,title)
c Place the graph title on the output file
write(12,*) title
if (nd.eq.2) then
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call graf2(rho,ng+1,npass,O.,length, 12,nd)
else
call graph(rho,ng+1,0.,length,12,nd)
end if
close(unit-12)
c plot electric field in x (and y if 2d) direction
do idim - 1,nd
open (unit-13,name-'efie.lis',status-'new')
c determine the graph title
title-'E field in X at timestep '
if (idim.eq.2) title-'E field in Y at timestep '
call label(-1,it,dt,title)
c Place the graph title on the output file
write(13,*) title
if (nd.eq.2) then
call graf2(e(1,1,idim),ng+1,npass,0.,length,13,nd)
else
call graph(e(1,1,idim),ng+1,0.,length,13,nd)
end if
close(unit-13)
end do
c plot electric potential
open (unit-14,name='epot.lis',status-'new')
c determine the graph title
title-'electric potential at timestep '
call label(-1,it,dt,title)
c Place the graph title on the output file
write(14,*) title
if (nd.eq.2) then
call graf2(phi,ng+l,npass,O.,length,14,nd)
else
call graph(phi,ng+1,0.,length,14,nd)
end if
close (unit-14)
c
mplot = 0
c
endif
c
c* print output diagnostics
c
if(qout) then
c
do 61 isp-1,nsp
write(6,101)it,isp,np(isp)
101 format(lx,'timestep',i6,' species',i2,' np',i7)
61 continue
write(4,*) it,np(1),np(2)
c
mout = 0
c
endif
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if(qsav) then
C
c* save history variables
c
mhist - mhist + 1
hextq(mhist) = extq
hexti(mhist) - exti
if(it.eq.isav.and.extl.eq.O.and.extr.eq.0.)
# hexti(1) - hexti(2)
c eliminate initial spurious current
c
c* compute electrostatic energy
c* it is assumed that phi(1,1)-O for the 1D case
c
ese - 0.
if (nd.eq.1) then
do 71 i=2,ng
71 ese = ese + rho(i,l)*phi(i,1)
ese C (ese + rho(ng+1,1)*phi(ng+1,1)/2.)*dx +
# (-e(ng+1,1,1)*epsO)*phi(ng+1,1)
else if (nd.eq.2) then
do 72 i=2,ng
do 72 j=2,ng
72 ese - ese + rho(i,j)*phi(i,j)
do 73 i=1,ng+l
ese - (ese + rho(l,i)*phi(1,i)/2.)*dx +
# ((-e(1,i,1)-e(1,i,2))*epsO)*phi(1,i)
ese = (ese + rho(ng+l,i)*phi(ng+l,i)/2.)*dx +
# ((-e(ng+l,i,1)-e(ng+1,i,2))*epsO)*phi(ng+1,i)
ese = (ese + rho(i,1)*phi(i,1)/2.)*dx +
# ((-e(i,1,1)-e(i,1,2))*epsO)*phi(i,1)
ese - (ese + rho(i,ng+l)*phi(i,ng+1)/2.)*dx +
# ((-e(i,ng+1,1)-e(i,ng+1,2))*epsO)*phi(i,ng+1)
73 continue
end if
if(ese.1t.1.d-50) ese = 1.d-50
hlnese(mhist) = dlog(ese)
c save log of ese
c
if(mhist.eq.ihist+1.or.it.eq.nt) then
c
c* make history plots
c
it1 = it - (mhist - 1)*isav
c Time of first data point
tl - itl*dt
c Time of last data point
t2 = it*dt
c plot history of capacitor charge
open (unit=15,name='capch.1is',status='new')
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c determine
c Place the
c
c determine
c Place the
c
the graph title
title- 'capacitor charge at timestep ='
call label(iti,it,dt,title)
graph title on the output file
write(15,*) title
call graph(hextq,mhist,ti,t2,15,nd)
close(unit=15)
plot history of external current
open (unit=16,name-'extcu.lis',status='new')
the graph title
title='external current at timestep ='
call label(iti,it,dt,title)
graph title on the output file
write(16,*) title
call graph(hexti,mhist,ti,t2,16,nd)
close (unit=16)
plot natural log of electrostatic energy
open (unit=17,name='elece.lis',status='new')
c determine the graph title
title='ln electrostatic energy at timestep ='
call label(iti,it,dt,title)
Place the graph title on the output file
write(17,*) title
call graph(hlnese,mhist,tl,t2,17,nd)
close(unit=i7)
hexti(1) = hexti(ihist+1)
hextq(1) - hextq(ihist+1)
hlnese(1) = hlnese(ihist+l)
mhist = 1
endif
msav = 0
endif
return
end
subroutine pltxvx(x,v,np,isp,it)
c* routine to plot x-vx phase space -- mostly copied from *
c* a. b. langdon's ESI routine plotxv *
C****************************************************************
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include 'maxpar'
include 'param'
dimension x(maxlen,ndmax), v(nvmax,maxlen), np(nsmax)
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real*4 xmax,ymax,xl(maxlen),yi(maxlen)
integer seed
character*80 title
character*1 tit(80)
equivalence (tit,title)
data zero,seed/0.,536417/
C
c* label plot
c
open (unit=l1,name='vxvsx.lis',status-'new')
c determine graph title
title-'Vx vs. X species -
tit(20)-char(jmod(isp,100)/10+48)
tit(21)char(jmod(isp,10) +48)
c Place graph title on output file
write(11,*) title
c
time = (it - .5)*dt
c actual time is moved back half a timestep
c
c determine graph label
title-'X/L*ng-Vx'Time step =
tit(23)-char(it/100000+48)
tit(24)-char(jmod(it,100000)/10000+48)
tit (25)=char(jmod(it,10000)/1000+48)
tit(26)=char(jmod(it,1000)/100+48)
tit (27)=char(jmod(it,100)/10+48)
tit(28)=char(jmod(it,10)+48)
c Place graph label on output file
write(11,*) title
write(11,102)it,time
102 format('timestep -',i6,' time =',f10.4)
c
c don't plot more than 5000 points
c and choose representative random sample of points to plot
c
skip = 1.
nnn - np(isp)
if (np(isp).gt.5000) then
skip - np(isp)/5000.
nnn = 5000
end if
xj-nloc(isp)
c Place data points on output file with format:
c x-value, y-value, x-velocity, y-velocity
do 10 i=1,nnn
xj = xj + skip
ij=jidint(xj-ran(seed) * skip)
axx = x(ij,1) - .5*v(1,ij)
bxy - x(ij,2) - .5*v(2,ij)
10 write(11,*) axx, bxy, v(1,ij), v(2,ij)
close(unit=11)
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return
end
c
c
subroutine label(itl,it,dt ,name)
c
c**********************************************
c* routine to label a single time graph *
c* label must not contain more than 80 *
c* characters inclusive •
C
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
character*1 name(80)
if (itl.ne.-1) then
call clen(name,ilen)
ilen=ilen+1
name (ilen+1) -char(it1/100000+48)
name(ilen+2) char(jmod(itl,100000)/10000+48)
name(ilen+3) char(jmod(itl,10000)/1000+48)
name(ilen+4)-char(jmod(itl, 1000)/100+48)
name(ilen+S)-char(jmod(itl, 100)/10+48)
name(ilen+6)-char(jmod(itl,10) +48)
name(ilen+8)='t'
name (ilen+9)=' o'
end if
call clen(name,ilen)
ilen-ilen+1
name(ilen+1)-char(it/100000+48)
name(ilen+2)=char(jmod(it,100000)/10000+48)
name(ilen+3)=char(jmod(it,10000)/1000+48)
name(ilen+4)-char(jmod(it, 10000)/100+48)
name(ilen+5)-char(jmod(it,100)/10+48)
name(ilen+6)=char(jmod(it,10)+48)
time = it*dt
c
write(100,102)it,time
102 format('timestep =',i6,' time =',flO.4)
c
return
end
c
subroutine clen(b,n)
c this subroutine returns the position of the last non blank
c character in a character string
character*1 b(80)
do i=80,1,-1
if ((b(i).ne.char(O)).and.(b(i).ne.' ')) then
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n-i
return
end if
end do
n-0
return
end
C
subroutine graf2(r,npx,npy,xl,x2,nrf,nd)
c
c* subroutine to produce a contour plot *
c* of a two-dimensional array *
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include 'maxpar'
c
dimension r(ngmaxl,ngmaxl)
real*4 rc(ngmaxl,ngmaxl),cont(10),xc,yc
character*80 title
common /grap/ xx(pltmax),xc(ngmaxi,ngmaxi),yc (ngmaxl,ngmaxl)
data xc(1,1) /-I./
C
c* the first time through, x must be filled. after that, the
c* array is stored in common.
c
if(xc(1,1).eq.-1.) then
fact=(x2-xl)/(npx-1)
do 50 j=l,npy
do 50 i=l,npx
xc(i,j) - (i-1)*fact+xl
50 yc(i,j) - (j-1)*fact+xl
endif
c label graph
if (nrf.eq.12) then
title='X'Y'charge per unit area'
else if (nrf.eq.13) then
title='X-Y'
else if (nrf.eq.14) then
title='X-Y'
end if
c place the labels of the graph on the output file
write(nrf,*) title
c place the data points in the output file
c from left to right and top to bottom starting
c from the top left corner with the format:
c x-value, y-value, function value
do 49 jj=l,npy
do 49 ii=l,npx
49 write(nrf,*) xc(ii,jj), yc(ii,jj) ,r(ii,jj)
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return
end
C
subroutine graph(r,npts,xi,x2,nrf,nd)
c
c* subroutine to produce a linear plot *
c* of a one-dimensional array *
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include 'maxpar'
c
dimension r(npts)
real*4 ri(pltmax),xs(pltmax),alimits(4),xc,yc
character*80 title
common /grap/ xx(pltmax),xc(ngmaxl,ngmaxi),yc(ngmaxi,ngmaxl)
data xx(1) /-i./
c
c* the first time through, x must be filled. after that, the
c* array is stored in common.
c
if(xx(1).eq.-1.) then
do 51 i=1,pltmax
51 xx(i) - i - 1
endif
fact-(x2-xl)/(xx(npts)-xx(1))
c 52 rl(i)-sngl(r(i))
c label graph
if (nrf.eq.12) then
title-'X'charge density"'
else if (nrf.eq.13) then
title-'X-electric field-'
else if (nrf.eq.14) then
title-'X-electric potential''
else if (nrf.eq.15) then
title-'time~charge-'
else if (nrf.eq.16) then
title-'time'external current''
else if (nrf.eq.17) then
title='time'ln electrostatic energy''
end if
c place the labels of the graph on the output file
write(nrf,*) title
c place the data points on the output file with the format:
c x-value, y-value
do 52 i=I,npts
xs(i)=sngl(xx(i)*fact+xi)
52 write(nrf,*) xs(i),r(i)
returf
end
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SUBROUTINE XYPOIS(M,N,Q)
c subroutine taken from:
c 0. Buneman,
c A Compact Non-iterative Poisson Solver,
c Stanford University, California,
c Institute for Plasma Research SUIPR Report 294,
c 1969.
c This is treated as a black box whose workings are beyond my ken.
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
include 'maxpar'
common /cos2/ twocos(ngmax)
DIMENSION q(ngmaxl*ngmaxi-2),P(ngmax),RECIP(ngmax)
LO-N/2
JU-(N-1)*(M+1)
IU-M-1
I-M+1
5 q(I+)=Q+)Q(I+1)+.5*q(I)
I-I+M+1
q(I-2)=q(I-2)+.S*Q(I-1)
IF(I.LE.JU) GO TO 5
P(M)-0.
ID-1
MODE=2
15 LI-2*LO
IPHASE=2*MODE-LI/N
JD-(M+I) *N/LI
JH-(M+I)*(N/(2*LI))
JT-JD+JH
JI-2*JD
JO-JD*MODE
DO 11 J-JO,JU,JI
J1-J+1
JIU-J+IU
GO TO (20,24,26,28),IPHASE
28 DO 29 I=Ji,JIU
PI=Q(I)-Q(I+JT)-Q(I-JT)
(I)=Q (I)-q(I+JH) -q(I-JH) + (I+JD)+q(I-JD)
29 P(I-J)=PI+Q(I)
GO TO 10
26 DO 27 I=J1,JIU
P(I-J)=2. *Q(I)
27 Q(I)-=(I+JD)+Q(I-JD)
GO TO 10
24 DO 25 I-J1,JIU
P(I-J)=2. *(I)+q(I+JD)+q(I-JD)
25 Q(I)=Q(I)-Q(I+JH)-Q(I-JH)
GO TO 10
20 DO 23 I=J1,JIU
P(I-J)=2.*Q(I)+Q(I+JD)+Q(I-JD)
23 Q(I)=0.
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10 DO 22 L=LO,N,LI
A=2.+(2.-TWOCOS(L))
19 RECIP(ID)=1./A
II=2*ID
DO 21 I=II,IU,II
21 P(I)=P(I)*A+P(I+ID)+P(I-ID)
A-A*A-2.
ID-II
IF((A.LT.i.E8).AND.(ID.LT.M/2)) GO TO 19
A=1./A
DO 18 I=II,IU,II
18 P(I)=P(I)*A
16 ID-II/2
A-RECIP (ID)
P(ID)-(P(ID)+P(II))*A
IO-ID+II
DO 17 I=IO,IU,II
17 P(I)=(P(I)+P(I+ID)+P(I-ID))*A
II=ID
IF(ID.GT.1) GO TO 16
22 CONTINUE
DO 11 I-=J,JIU
11 Q(I)=Q(I)+P(I-J)
GO TO (14,13,12,12),IPHASE
12 LO-LO/2
IF(LO.EQ.1) MODE=I
GO TO 15
13 LO-2*LO
IF(LO.LT.N) GO TO 15
14 RETURN
END
subroutine fields(x,v,np,sigmax,extq,exti,srho,rho,e,phi,it)
C
c* routine to sum charge density, and compute electric field *
c* non-vectorized version
c*****************************************************************
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include 'maxpar'
include 'param'
c
dimension x(maxlen,ndmax), v(nvmax,maxlen), np(nsmax)
dimension srho(ngmax1,ngmax1,nsmax), rho(ngmaxl,ngmaxi)
dimension e(ngmaxl,ngmaxl,ndmax), phi(ngmaxl,ngmaxl)
dimension fract(ngmax), plateq(ngmaxl), sigmax(ngmaxi)
dimension stemp(ngmaxl), psave(ngmaxi), extqd(ngmaxl)
C
logical qinit
common /fields/ ratio, qinit
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data qinit / .true. /
C
if(qinit) then
c
c* set up array of evenly spaced fractions
c
do 50 i1=,ng
fract(i) = float(i)/ng
50 continue
C
c in two dimensions each grid cell on the right side is connected to a
c separate circuit, so the area in the calculations must be adjusted
if (nd.eq.2) areal=area/ng
qinit - .false.
c
endif
c
c* sum charge to get charge density
c
c set background charge density if any
do 51 i=l,ng+l
do 51 j-1,ng+l
rho(i,j) - rhoback
61 continue
c
do 47 i=l,ng+l
47 plateq(i) - 0.
if (nd.eq.2) goto 1000
c
c* sum charge one species at a time
c
do 52 isp=l,nsp
c
do 53 i-1,ng+l
srho(i,1,isp) = 0.
53 continue
c
do 54 i=nloc(isp)+1,nloc(isp)+np(isp)
if(x(i,1).ge.0..and.x(i,1).le.float(ng)) then
j = int(x(i,1))
s - x(i,1) - j
c
c* distribute charge linearly between nearest two grid points
C
srho(j+1,1,isp) = srho(j+1,l,isp) + (1. - s)
srho(j+2,1,isp) = srho(j+2,1,isp) + s
C
else
c
c* add charges to right of right hand wall to wall charge
c
if(x(i,1).gt.float(ng)) plateq(1) - plateq(1) + q(isp)
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endif
54 continue
c
c* bring srho to physical normalization
c
do 56 i-l,ng+l
srho(i,1,isp) = srho(i,1,isp)*q(isp)/dx
55 continue
c
c* adjust for half cells at ends
c
srho(1,1,isp) = 2.*srho(1,1,isp)
srho(ng+1,1,isp) = 2.*srho(ng+1,1,isp)
c
c* add charge density to total charge density
c
do 56 j=l,ng+l
rho(j, 1) - rho(j, 1) + srho(j,1,isp)
56 continue
c
52 continue
c
c* calculate electric field and potential
c
if(it.gt.0)sigmax(1) - sigmax(1) + backj*dt
sigma - plateq(1) + sigmax(1) - extq/area
phi(ng+1,1) =0.
phi(ng,1) - -(rho(ng+1,1)*dx/2. + sigma)*dx/epsO
scale = dx*dx/epsO
c
c* compute potential assuming the endplate surface charge
c* density is correct
c
do 61 i-ng-1,1,-1
phi(i,1)=phi(i+1,1)+phi(i+1,1)-phi(i+2,1)-rho(i+1,1)*scale
61 continue
c
do 62 i=ng+1,1,-1
phi(i,1)=phi(i, 1)-phi(1,1)
62 continue
c
if(it.eq.0)then
c
c* initialize external circuit and sigmax
c
dv=voltO-phi (ng+1, 1)
do 85 i=2,ng+l
phi(i,1)=phi(i,1)+dv*fract(i-1)
85 continue
C
sigma=epsO*(phi(ng+1, 1)-phi(ng, 1))/dx-.5*rho(ng+1,1)*dx
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extq-qO
if(extl.eq.O..and.extr.eq.0.)extq=extc*(voltO-phis(0))
exti=iO
if(extl.eq.O..and.extr*extc.ne.O.)
# exti-(voltO-phis(0) -extq/extc)/extr
sigmax(1)=sigma+extq/area
C
else
if(extl.eq.0.) then
c if(extl.eq.0..or.extc.eq.0.) then
c
c* end plate surface charge is not correct in this case, so
c* a simple scheme is used to correct it
C
dq - (extc*(phi(ng+1,1) - phis(it)) - extq)/(1.
# + extr*extc/dt + extc*length/area/eps0)
exti - dq/dt
extq - extq + dq
dv = dq*length/epsO/area
c
c* correct the potential
c
do 63 i=2,ng+l
phi(i,1) = phi(i,1) - dv*fract(i-1)
63 continue
c
endif
end if
c
c* calculate e from phi
c
do 64 i=2,ng
e(i,1,1) = (phi(i-1,1) - phi(i+1,1))/2./dx
64 continue
c
c* calculate e at ends (e=sigma/epsO)
c
e(1,1,1) = (phi(I,1) - phi(2,1))/dx - rho(1,1)*dx/epsO/2.
e(ng+1,1,1)=(phi(ng,1)-phi(ng+1,1))/dx+rho(ng+1,1)*dx/epsO/2.
c
return
c
c* 2-dimensional case
c
c
c* sum charge one species at a time
c
1000 continue
do 520 isp=l,nsp
c
do 530 i=1,ng+1
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do 530 j=i,ng+l
srho(i,j,isp) = 0.
530 continue
C
do 540 i-nloc(isp)+1,nloc(isp)+np(isp)
if(x(i,1).ge.0..and.x(i,1).le.float(ng).and.
& x(i,2).ge.0..and.x(i,2).le.float(ng)) then
j - int(x(i,1))
a M x(i,1) - j
k - int(x(i,2))
t - x(i,2) - k
c
c* distribute charge linearly between nearest 4 grid points
c
srho(j+1,k+, isp)=srho(j+1,k+1,isp)+(1.-s)*(1.-t)
srho(j+2,k+1,isp)=srho(j+2,k+1,isp)+s*(1.-t)
srho(j+1,k+2,isp)=srho(j+1,k+2,isp)+(1.-s)*t
srho(j+2,k+2,isp)=srho(j+2,k+2,isp)+s*t
else
if (x(i,1).gt.dfloat(ng)) then
c
c* add charges to right of right hand wall to wall charge
c
j=int(x(i,2))
plateq(j+1) = plateq(j+1) + q(isp)
endif
c
end if
540 continue
c
c* bring srho to physical normalization
c
do 550 i=l,ng+1
do 550 j-l,ng+l
srho(i,j,isp) = srho(i,j,isp)*q(isp)/dx/dx
550 continue
c
c* adjust for half cells at right,left,top, and bottom
do 551 i-l,ng+l
srho(1,i,isp) - 2.*srho(1,i,isp)
551 srho(ng+1,i,isp) = 2.*srho(ng+1,i,isp)
do 553 i-l,ng+l
srho(i,1,isp) - 2.*srho(i,l,isp)
553 srho(i,ng+1,isp) - 2.*srho(i,ng+1,isp)
c
c* add charge density to total charge density
C
do 560 i=1,ng+l
do 560 j=1,ng+l
rho(i,j) - rho(i,j) + srho(i,j,isp)
560 continue
c
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520 continue
C
c* calculate electric field and potential
c
scale-dx/epsO
c calculate the surface charge on the right side
do 521 j=l,ng+l
if (it.gt.O.and.j.le.jit.and.j.ge.jib)
# sigmax(j) = sigmax(j) + backj*dt
521 continue
c subtract charge already in the dielectric circuits
do j=2,ng
stemp(j) - plateq(j) + sigmax(j)
if (j.gt.jit.or.j.lt.jib)
# stemp(j) - stemp(j) - extqd(j)/areal
end do
c redistribute charge on the conductor evenly
sumq=0.
do j=jib,jit
sumq - sumq + stemp(j)*areal
end do
sumq = sumq*(jit-jib)/(jit-jib+1)
do j-jib,jit
stemp(j) = (sumq-extq)/(jit-jib)/areal
end do
c set phi on the right hand boundary
call rhs(scale,phi,psave,extqd,stemp,rho,areal)
c solve for phi
call solve(scale,phi,rho)
c adjust the charge so the circuit and field equations match
c for the dielectric sections
do i=job,jot
if (i.gt.jit.or.i.lt.jib) then
dq = (extcd*(phi(ng+l,i) - phis(it)) - extqd(i))/(1.
# + extr*extcd/dt + extcd*length/areal/epsO)
extqd(i) = extqd(i) + dq
dv = dq*length/epsO/areal
phi(ng+l,i) = phi(ng+l,i) - dv
end if
end do
c initialize initial circuit and sigmax
if(it.eq.0) then
extq=qO
if(extl.eq.0..and.extr.eq.0.)extq-extc*(voltO-phis(0))
exti=i0
if(extl.eq.0..and.extr*extc.ne.0.)
# exti= (voltO-phis(0)-extq/extc)/extr
do i=job,jot
if (idelay.lt.2) then
extqd(i) = 0.
sigmax(i) = 0.
else
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extqd(i) = -phis(it)*extcd
sigmax(i) = extqd(i)/areal
end if
end do
do i=jib,jit
sigmax(i) = epsO*(phi(ng+l,i) - phi(ng,i))/dx -
# rho(ng+l,i)*dx + extq/areal/(jit-jib)
extqd(i) - 0.
end do
else
if(extl.eq.0..or.extc.eq.0.) then
C
c* end plate surface charge is not correct in this case, so
c* a simple scheme is used to correct it
c
i=ng/2+1
dq - (extc*(phi(ng+l,i) - phis(it)) - extq)/(1. +
# extr*extc/dt + extc*length/areal/epsO/(jit-jib))
exti = dq/dt
extq = extq + dq
dv = dq*length/epsO/areal/(jit-jib)
do i=jib,jit
phi(ng+1,i) - phi(ng+l,i) - dv
end do
call solve(scale,phi,rho)
end if
end if
do i-1,ng+l
psave(i) - phi(ng,i)
end do
c
c* calculate e from phi
c* recalling boundary conditions (e-sigma/(epsi/epsO))
c* over the plate
c
do 640 i=l,ng+1
do 640 j1=,ng+l
if (i.eq.1) then
e(i,j,1) = (phi(i,j) - phi(i+l,j))/dx
else if (i.eq.ng+1) then
e(i,j,1) = (phi(i-1,j) - phi(i,j))/dx
else
e(i,j,1) = (phi(i-1,j) - phi(i+1,j))/2./dx
end if
if (j.eq.1) then
e(i,j,2) = (phi(i,j) - phi(i,j+l))/dx
else if (j.eq.ng+l) then
e(i,j,2) = (phi(i,j-1) - phi(i,j))/dx
else
e(i,j,2) = (phi(i,j-1) - phi(i,j+1))/2./dx
end if
640 continue
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return
end
c
c
function phis(it)
C
c* function to compute applied voltage source *
C****************************************************
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include 'maxpar'
include 'param'
c
phis = dcbias + acbias*sin(it*dt*wO)
c
return
end
c
subroutine solve(scale,phi,rho)
c
c* compute potential using Buneman 2D poisson solver
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include 'maxpar'
include 'param'
c
dimension rho(ngmaxl,ngmaxl), phi(ngmaxi,ngmaxi)
dimension qrho(qmax), stemp(ngmaxi)
c----------Buneman 2D poisson solver----------------------------
c
c place boundary values for phi in the appropriate places in the id array
do 599 i=2,ng
qrho(i-1)=0.
qrho(i+ng*(ng+1) - 1)=phi(ng+1, i)
nq=(i-1)* (ng+l)
qrho(nq)=O.
599 qrho(ng+nq)=0.
c place the normalized charge densities in the appropriate places in the id
c array
do 600 i=2,ng
do 600 j=2,ng
nq=(i-1) * (ng+l) +(j -1)
qrho(nq)- rho(i,j)*scale
600 continue
c solve for phi
call xypois(ng,ng,qrho)
c put phi values in correct positions in the 2d arrays
do 602 i=2,ng
do 602 j=2,ng
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nq=(i-1) * (ng+l) +(j-1)
602 phi(i,j)=qrho(nq)
do 603 i=2,ng
nq-(i-1)*(ng+1)
phi(i, 1) qrho (nq)
phi (i ,ng+ 1) =qrho (ng+nq)
phi(1,i)-qrho(i-1)
nq-ng*ng+ng
603 phi(ng+l,i)=qrho(i+nq-1)
c
c----------Buneman 2D poisson solver----------------------------
return
end
C
subroutine rhs(scale,phi,psave,extqd,stemp,rho,areal)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include 'maxpar'
include 'param'
dimension phi(ngmaxl,ngmaxl), temp(ngmaxl)
dimension stemp(ngmaxl), psave(ngmaxi), extqd(ngmaxi)
dimension rho(ngmaxl,ngmax1),del(ngmaxi)
logical qinit
data qinit/.true./
c potential on the plate is given by the surface charge
do 5 i=2,ng
5 phi(ng+l,i)=stemp(i) *length*scale/areal/dx
c potential of free space is interpolated
do 10 i=2,job-i
10 phi(ng+l,i)-(phi(ng+,i-)+phng+1,i+1)+2*psave(i))/4.
do 15 i=jot+l,ng
15 phi(ng+1,i)-(phi(ng+1,i-l)+phi(ng+1,i+1)+2*psave(i))/4.
c potential on conductor is made uniform
psum - 0.
do i=jib,jit
psum = psum + phi(ng+l,i)
end do
psum = psum/(jit-jib)
do i=jib,jit
phi(ng+l,i) = psum
end do
if (qinit) then
do i=jib,jit
phi(ng+1,i) = voltO
end do
qinit=. false.
end if
return
end
subroutine adjust(x,v,np,sigmax,e,it,vplate)
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c* routine to adjust particles to conform to several *
c* boundary conditions
c***********************************************************
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include 'maxpar'
include 'param'
include 'hist'
c
dimension x(maxlen,ndmax), v(nvmax,maxlen), np(nsmax)
dimension e(ngmaxi,ngmaxl,ndmax),sigmax(ngmaxl)
logical qinit,dielecl,dielec2
common /adjust/ qinit, extra(4,nsmax), iv(4,nsmax)
data iv, mpack, qinit
# / nsmax*O, nsmax*O, nsmax*O, nsmax*O, 0, .true. /
c random number seed to place the particles in the system
data iran/ 123987465/
c reemission properties
namelist /prop/ ifemit,dmax,emax,vemit
c
if(qinit) then
c read in dielectric properties for seconday emission
read(2,prop)
c
c* initialize array for computing positions of
c* injected particles
c
do 51 isp-l,nsp
do 51 k=1,4
if(enter(k,isp).ne.0.)
# extra(k,isp) = -.5/enter(k,isp)
51 continue
enter2 = enter(2,1)
qinit = .false.
endif
c
mpack = mpack + 1
c repack the particle arrays every ipack timesteps
if(mpack.eq.ipack) then
iq=O
emiss1=0.
emiss2=0.
do 52 isp=1,nsp
c
c* repack particle arrays
c
if(np(isp).eq.0) goto 52
c
nnp = nloc(isp) + np(isp)
c
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i - nloc(isp) + 1
c
53 continue
0
if(x(i,1).lt.O..or.x(i,1).gt.float(ng).or.
x(i,2).lt.0..or.x(i,2).gt.float(ng)) then
c
c* eliminate particle
C
if (x(i,1).gt.dfloat(ng)) then
C
c* add particle to plate if it hit the plate
c
j - int(x(i,2) + 1)
if (isp.eq.1 .and. ifemit.eq.1) then
c implement secondary emission
dielecl-.false.
dielec2=.false.
c doe the particle strike the dielectrics and if so which one?
if (j.le.jot.and.j.gt.jit) dielecl-.true.
if (j.lt.jib.and.j.ge.job) dielec2-.true.
if (nd.eq.1) dielecl-.true.
if (dielect.or.dielec2) then
iq-iq+l
c wha is the angle of incidence?
if (v(1,i).eq.O.) then
priang-dacos(0.dO)
else
priang-datan(v(2,i)/v(1,i))
end if
c wha is the particle energy?
ener-m(isp)*(v(l,i)*v(1,i)+v(2,i)*v(2,i)+
v(3,i)*v(3,i) ) *dx*dx/dt/dt/2.
c plu in to the reemission model
del=7.4*dmax*ener/emax*dexp(-2.*dsqrt(ener/emax))
del-del*dexp(2.*(1.-dcos(priang)))
if (dielecl) emissl=emissl+del
if (dielec2) emiss2-emiss2+del
end if
end if
c
if(j.le.jot.and.j.ge.job) sigmax(j) = sigmax(j) + q(isp)
if(nd.eq.1) sigmax(j) = sigmax(j) + q(isp)
end if
x(i,1) = x(nnp,1)
x(i,2) = x(nnp,2)
do j=1,nv
v(j,i) - v(j,nnp)
end do
nnp = nnp - 1
else
i=i+
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end if
if(i.lt.nnp)goto 53
C
np(isp) = nnp - nloc(isp)
c
52 continue
c
iemissl-jidnnt(emisal)
iemiss2=jidnnt(emiss2)
c output for impact vs. reemission graph with format:
c timestep, reemission, - impact
write(l,*) it,iemissl+iemiss2,-iq
mpack - 0
C
endif
c
c* inject new particles at walls
c
dttx = dt*dt/dx
do 55 isp-l,nsp
c
if(.not.inject(isp)) goto 55
c
c adjust number of particles injected ofr reemission
do 66 k-1,4
if (ifemit.eq.1.and.k.eq.2.and.isp.eq.1) then
enter(k,isp) - enter2 + (iemissl+iemiss2)/ipack
if(enter(k,isp).ne.0.) extra(k,isp) = -.5/enter(k,isp)
end if
if(enter(k,isp).eq.0.) goto 56
c
extra(k,isp) - extra(k,isp) + 1.
entinv - 1./enter(k,isp)
if(k.eq.2.and.isp.eq.1) ex21-extra(2,1)-(enter2+1.)*entinv
if(k.eq.2.and.isp.eq.1) ex22=extra(2,1)-
& (enter2+iemissi/ipack+. ) *entinv
c
11 continue
c
if(extra(k,isp).lt.0.) goto 56
c
np(isp) - np(isp) + 1
ii - nloc(isp) + np(isp)
c
if(ii.gt.nloc(isp+l)) then
write (59,101) isp
write(3,101)isp
101 format(ix,'ADJUST: too many particles for species',i2)
it - nt
return
endif
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C
c if (k.le.2) then
v(1,ii) = vnext(k,isp)
if(nv.ge.2) then
iv(k,isp) = iv(k,isp) + 1
v(2,ii) = vdy(k,isp) + vt(k,isp)*
& gausin(revers(iv(k,isp),3))
end if
c else
c v(2,ii) - vnext(k,isp)
c iv(k,isp) = iv(k,isp) + I
c v(1,ii) - vdy(k,isp) + vt(k,isp)*
c & gausin(revers(iv(k,isp),3))
c end if
c get vx (bit reversed order)
c choose vy in 3-reversed order
C
if (k.eq.1) then
x(ii,1) - (k - 1)*ng + extra(k,isp)*v(1,ii)
x(ii,2) = ran(iran)*(ng+1)
if(nd.eq.1) x(ii,2) = 0.5
else if (k.eq.2) then
x(ii,1) - (k - 1)*ng + extra(k,isp)*v(l,ii)
x(ii,2) = ran(iran)*(ng+1)
if(isp.eq.1.and.extra(2,1).le.ex21)
& x(ii,2)=ran(iran)*(jot-jit)+jit
if(isp.eq.1.and.extra(2,1).le.ex22)
& x(ii,2)=ran(iran)*(jib-job)+job
if(nd.eq.1) x(ii,2) = 0.5
else
x(ii,2) = (k - 3)*ng + extra(k,isp)*v(2,ii)
x(ii,1) = ran(iran)*(ng+1)
end if
c extra represents the fraction of a timestep at which
c the particle was emitted
jx = int(x(ii,1) + 1)
jy = int(x(ii,2) + 1)
c
v(1,ii) = v(1,ii) + (extra(k,isp) - .5)*qm(isp)*
# e(jx,jy,1)*dttx
v(2,ii) = v(2,ii) + (extra(k,isp) - .5)*qm(isp)*
# e(jx,jy,2)*dttx
c adjust velocity for effect of electric field (ideally
c the magnetic field should also be taken into account)
c
if(nv.eq.3) v(3,ii) = vdz(k,isp) +
# vt(k,isp)*gausin(revers(iv(k,isp),5))
c choose vz in 5-reversed order
c
if(k.eq.2)then
if(jy.le.jot.and.jy.ge.job)sigmax(jy) = sigmax(jy) - q(isp)
if(nd.eq.1) sigmax(1) = sigmax(1) - q(isp)
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end if
extra(k,isp) - extra(k,isp) - entinv
goto 11
C
56 continue
55 continue
C
return
end
subroutine move(x,v,np,e)
c
c*****************************************************
c* routine to move the particles one timestep *
c* non-vectorized version *
C
c put recombination namelist before secondary emission namelist
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include 'maxpar'
include 'param'
c
dimension x(maxlen,ndmax), v(nvmax,maxlen), np(nsmax)
dimension e(ngmaxl,ngmaxi,ndmax), al(ngmaxl,ngmaxl)
dimension bi(ngmaxi,ngmaxi)
c
logical qinit,cond,dielec
common /move/ qinit
namelist /recomb/ signc,sigtc,asignd,sigtd,vx,vy
data qinit,ncount /.true.,O/
c flag for initial iteration
c
if (qinit) then
read(2,recomb)
sigtc-I.-sigtc
sigtd=l.-sigtd
end if
c get recombination coefficients for conductor and dielectric
c
xng = ng
c floating point version of ng
ncount=ncount+1
c
c* move particles one species at a time
c
do 51 ispl=,nsp
c
if(qinit) qm(isp) = qm(isp)/2.
c on first iteration, velocity should only be advanced
c half a timestep
c
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c* renormalize electric field
C
if(nd.eq.i)then
c obtain the normalized electric field in the
c x direction only
do 52 i=l,ng+1
al(i,1) = e(i,1,1)*qm(isp)*dt*dt/dx
52 continue
else if(nd.eq.2) then
c obtain the normalized electric field in the
c x and y direction
do 520 i=l,ng+l
do 520 j=l,ng+l
al(i,j) = (e(i,j,1)-vy*b*sin(psi))*qm(isp)*dt*dt/dx
bl(i,j) = (e(i,j,2)+vx*b*sin(psi))*qm(isp)*dt*dt/dx
520 continue
end if
c
goto(11,21,31) ,nv
c
11 continue
c
c* one dimensional mover
C
do 53 i=nloc(isp)+1,nloc(isp)+np(isp)
if(x(i,1).lt.O..or.x(i,1).gt.xng) goto 53j - int(x(i,1))
c
c
v(1,i)=v(1,i)+al(j+1,1)+(x(i,1)-j)*(al(j+2,1)-al(j+1,1))
63 continue
c
goto 41
c
21 continue
c
c* two velocity dimension mover -- magnetic field in z direction
c* field assumed at psi = 90
c* buneman mover (simplification of boris mover)
c
t = tan(qm(isp)*b*dt/2.)
sa (t + t)/(1.0 + t*t)
c s=sin(q/m*b*dt)
c = (1.-t*t)/(1.+t*t)
c c=cos(q/m*b*dt)
c
c* interpolate field linearly to calculate acceleration
c
do 54 i=nloc(isp)+1,nloc(isp)+np(isp)
if(x(i,1).lt.0..or.x(i,1).gt.xng.or.
k x(i,2).lt.0..or.x(i,2).gt.xng) goto 54
j = int(x(i,1))
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aam(al(j+1,1)+(x(i,1)-j)*(al(j+2,1)-al(j+1,1)))/2.
if (nd.eq.2) then
k - int(x(i,2))
aa-(al(j+1,k+l)+(x(i,1)-j)*(al(j+2,k+1)-al(j+1,k+l)))/2.
bb-(bl(j+1,k+l)+(x(i,2)-k)*(bl(j+l,k+2)-bi(j+1,k+l)))/2.
end if
C
if (nd.eq.1) then
v(1,i) - v(1,i) + t*v(2,i) + aa
v(2,i) - v(2,i) - s*v(l,i)
v(1,i) - v(1,i) + t*v(2,i) + aa
else if (nd.eq.2) then
vxpt - v(1,i) + aa
v(2,i) = v(2,i) + bb
v(1,i) - c*vxpt + s*v(2,i) + aa
v(2,i) =-s*vxpt + c*v(2,i) + bb
end if
54 continue
goto 41
C
31 continue
c
c* full three velocity mover
c* boris mover
c
t - tan(qm(isp)*b*dt/2.)
a = (t + t)/(1. + t*t)
c
tx - t*cos(psi)
tz - t*sin(psi)
ax - s*cos(psi)
sz - s*sin(psi)
c
c
c* interpolate field linearly to calculate acceleration
c
do 58 i=nloc(isp)+1,nloc(isp)+np(isp)
if(x(i,1).lt.O..or.x(i,1).gt.xng.or.
k x(i,2).lt.O..or.x(i,2).gt.xng) goto 58
j - int(x(i,1))
aa-(al(j+1.,1)+(x(i,1)-j)*(al(j+2,1)-al(j+1,1)))/2.
if (nd.eq.2) then
k - int(x(i,2))
aa= (al(j+1,k+l)+(x(i,1)-j)*(al(j+2,k+1)-al(j+1,k+l)))/2.
bb=(bl(j +i,k+l)+(x(i,2)-k)*(bl(j +1,k+2)-bi(j +1,k+l)))/2.
end if
c
c* half-accel, take boris's cross products to effect gyration,
c* and half-accel again
c
v(1,i) = v(1,i) + aa
if (nd.eq.2) v(2,i) = v(2,i) + bb
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vxx - v(1,i) + v(2,i)*tz
vyy = v(2,i) + v(3,i)*tx - v(1,i)*tz
vzz - v(3,i) - v(2,i)*tx
C
v(1,i) - v(1,i) + vyy*sz + as
v(2,i) - v(2,i) + vzz*sx - vxx*sz
if (nd.eq.2) v(2,i) - v(2,i) + bb
v(3,i) - v(3,i) - vyy*sx
58 continue
C
41 continue
c
c* advance positions -- all movers
c
if (ncount.eq.10) then
pzO.
py=O.
px=O.
end if
do 69 i-nloc(isp)+1,nloc(isp)+np(isp)
x(i,1) - x(i,1) + v(1,i)
if(x(i,1).lt.0.) x(i,1)=-.5
if(x(i,1).gt.xng) x(i,1)=xng+.5
if (nd.eq.2) then
x(i,2) - x(i,2) + v(2,i)
if(x(i,2).it.O.) x(i,2)=-.5
if(x(i,2).gt.xng) x(i,2)=xng+.5
if (isp.ne.1) then
j = int(x(i,2) + 1)
if (x(i,1).gt.xng) then
dielec-.false.
if (j.le.jot.and.j.gt.jit) dielec-.true.
if (j.lt.jib.and.j.ge.job) dielec-.true.
cond-.false.
if (j.le.jit.and.j.ge.jib) cond= ..true.
c ion reflection based on accomodation coefficients ala Kuriki
c I hope to get coefficients for both the conductor and the dielectric
if (cond.or.dielec) then
frac=(x(i, 1)-xng)/v(1,i)
x(i,2) = x(i,2) - v(2,i)*frac
pz=pz+v(3,i)/dabs(qm(isp))*q(isp)
py=py+v(2,i)/dabs(qm(isp))*q(isp)
px-px+v (, i)/dabs(qm(isp)) *q(isp)
if (v(l,i).eq.O.) then
theta=90.
else
theta=dabs(v(1,i))/dsqrt(v(2,i)*v(2,i)+v(3,i)*v(3,i))
theta=datan(theta)
end if
if (cond) then
v(1,i) = -v(1,i)*(1.-signc*dcos(theta))
if (nv.ge.2) v(2,i) = v(2,i)*sigtc
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if (nv.eq.3) v(3,i) = v(3,i)*sigtc
end if
if (dielec) then
v(1,i) = -v(1,i)*(1.-signd*dcos(theta))
if (nv.ge.2) v(2,i) - v(2,i)*sigtd
if (nv.eq.3) v(3,i) - v(3,i)*sigtd
end if
x(i,1) = xng + v(1,i)*frac
x(i,2) = x(i,2) + v(2,i)*frac
pz=pz-v(3,i)/dabs(qm(isp)) *q(isp)
py=py-v (2, i)/dabs (qm(isp)) *q(isp)
px=px+v(1,i)/dabs(qm(isp))*q(isp)
end if
end if
end if
end if
59 continue
C
if(qinit) qm(isp) = 2.*qm(isp)
c restore qm after initial iteration
C
51 continue
C
if (ncount.eq.10) then
if (isp.ne.1) write(101,101) px,py,pz
ncount=0
end if
101 format(lx,'px= ',1pd12.5,' py- ',lpdl2.5,' pz= ',Ipd12.5)
C
qinit - .false.
c unset initialization flag
c
return
end
function revers(num,n)
c
c* function to reverse the digits of num in base n *
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
rev = 0.
inum = num
power = 1.
11 continue
iquot = int(inum/n)
irem = inum - n*iquot
power = power/n
rev = rev + irem*power
inum = iquot
if(inum.gt.0) goto 11
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revers = rev
return
end
function gausin(p)
C
c* functional inverse of the cumulative normal *
c* distribution *
c* approximation from abramowitz & stegun, *
c* formula 26.2.23, who refer to c. hastings jr. *
c
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
px = p
if(p.gt..5) px - 1. - p
q = dlog(px)
t = dsqrt(-q - q)
xn = 2.515517 + t*(.802853 + .010328*t)
xd - 1. + t*(1.432788 + t*(.189269 + .001308*t))
C
gausin - t - xn/xd
if(p.lt..S) gausin = -gausin
c
return
end
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